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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose

sentiments remarkably similar to those noted in the
Transportation Study. The Study asks its readers to

Key Design and Land Use Concepts

The Sullivan Square Disposition Study establishes

“Imagine a Sullivan Square with its sense of place – its

Building upon the armature of BTD’s roadway design,

a framework and community vision for the future of

historic role as the central public space of the com-

this Study seeks to further the goal of earlier transpor-

seven publically-owned parcels at the heart of Sullivan

munity – restored. Imagine a Sullivan Square [where]

tation plans to create a walkable, mixed-use Sullivan

Square, Charlestown. As a companion to the Boston

pedestrians, transit riders and vehicles can co-exist

Square. To this end, a series of key concepts outlining

Transportation Department’s (BTD) Rutherford Avenue

safely and comfortably.”

appropriate uses and building scale were developed

Roadway Plan, the Sullivan Square Disposition Study
puts forth key land-use planning principles to guide
the upcoming revitalization of Sullivan Square. Transitioning from an intersection to drive through, back
to its rightful place in the urban fabric of Charlestown,
Sullivan Square is primed for its reestablishment as
a vital and walkable, transit-anchored mixed-use
neighborhood. While currently dominated by vehicular transportation infrastructure, Sullivan Square
is primed to rejoin the Charlestown urban fabric as a
vital, mixed-use neighborhood center.

Process
In 1997 BTD sought to leverage Central Artery/Tunnel
Project improvements to the regional road network
by adapting local roads to better serve their adjacent neighborhoods. A community planning process
was undertaken, leading to the publication of the
Rutherford Avenue Corridor Transportation Study in
1999. Nearly fifteen years later, we see community

Building on these efforts, in 2008 the BTD began the
Rutherford Avenue / Sullivan Square Design Project to
create preliminary roadway designs for the Rutherford

in the public process.
These key concepts include:
• Creating a pedestrian-friendly neighborhood

Avenue Corridor and Sullivan Square. Through an in-

that dramatically improves access from the exist-

tensive four year community-based planning process,

ing neighborhood to the Sullivan Square MBTA

roadway plans for Sullivan Square were developed,

station.

with a focus on enhancing the pedestrian environment with safe crossings and better access to parks
and transit.

• Facilitating mixed-use transit-oriented development throughout the study area, emphasizing
pedestrian-oriented uses on the ground floor

Dovetailing the completion of BTD’s roadway design

along the walking route to the train station.

process, the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA)

• Varying building heights across the area, with

partnered with the Metropolitan Area Planning Coun-

lower buildings located closer to the Schrafft’s

cil (MAPC) and a consultant team led by the firm of

Building and increasing heights toward the train

Crosby | Schlessinger | Smallridge to undertake the

station, using buildings located near the I-93 via-

Sullivan Square Disposition Study. Supported, in part,

duct to block the noise and air quality impacts of

through a U.S. Department of Housing and Urban De-

the highway.

velopment Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant, members of the community collaborated
with the authors in eight public meetings to develop
the guidelines of this Study.

• Maintaining sightlines to the Schrafft’s Building while allowing for construction of an iconic
building on the MBTA station property that
provides for an improved and well-defined pedestrian entrance into the station.
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•

Accommodating current and future bus operations in development schemes for the Sullivan
Square MBTA station area.

• Creating a series of smaller, linked open spaces
that are complemented by a larger central
open space on Parcel 4, to be activated by the
L-shaped building also located on that block.

Implementation and Economic Analysis
Final design, funding and reconstruction of the Sullivan Square roadway system is expected to be a
multi-year process. The economic analysis conducted
in this Study is intended to provide an initial overview
of market conditions for disposal and development of
the parcels in the study area.
Initial findings indicate that if it were built today, the
neighborhood model shown would face significant
economic obstacles. However, in light of evolving

Clockwise from top left: Existing aerial view of Sullivan Square from the south (photo by Don Kindsvatter); plan
of new roadway system identifying Parcels 1 through 7 studied in this report; aerial overview of the conceptual
vision for the District.

conditions between now and the time of land disposal, it will be the task of future public review processes
to refine both the economic model and the neighborhood physical model, taking into account conditions
in place at that time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The City of Boston Transportation Department
(BTD) recently completed a two-year transportation planning process to develop a conceptual plan
for reconfiguring Rutherford Avenue and Sullivan
Square in Charlestown. This conceptual plan seeks
to transform the roadway into an urban boulevard
and create walkable, gridded city blocks adjacent to
the Sullivan Square MBTA Station. As a follow-up to
the BTD planning process, the Boston Redevelop-

Sulllivan Station

ment Authority and the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council conducted this public process to develop a
land use vision for the newly created parcels and help
prepare for their eventual disposition. The Study Area
is comprised of the blocks and parcels adjacent to
Sullivan Square Station that will be created by the new
roadway configuration.
The Study Area for the parcel level development plan
focuses primarily on the publicly-owned parcels clustered between the Sullivan Square MBTA Station and

Aerial view of Sullivan Square today, facing northeast to the Mystic River (photo by Don Kindsvatter).
that have strong connections to the rest of the neigh-

The Project Area is not only a portal for the Orange

borhood and neighboring Somerville.

Line rideshed to Sullivan Square and the Charlestown

the rotary where the proposed reconfigured grid of

The many parking lots, high-speed rotary and

streets and development blocks is located. Currently

highway interchanges stand in sharp contrast to the

it is predominantly underutilized and industrially-

adjacent pedestrian-scale historic neighborhood. The

zoned properties. The goal is to form urban design

Sullivan Square rapid transit and bus hub dominates

and land use guidelines that create a mixed-use

the horizon to the northwest, yet is largely discon-

Transit Oriented Development neighborhood with

nected from the Mystic waterfront and neighboring

a pedestrian-friendly streetscape and public realm,

Ryan Playground to the northeast, as well as adjacent

inclusive of open space and active ground-floor uses

residential and employment centers to the southeast.

neighborhood, but with frequent bus service, also a
portal to the growing mixed-use employment centers
at Kendall Square, NorthPoint, and eventually Everett.
This is an opportunity to reorient the Sullivan Square
Station to the Charlestown neighborhood, to create a
“transit plaza” lined with an active, mixed-use development to improve the transit riders’ experience and
incentivize development.
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Study Purpose
This study is intended to document efforts to address
two very different goals:
The first goal is a visioning exercise: based on the
expertise of the consulting team and the preferences
of process participants, we have described a comprehensive vision for a future Sullivan Square neighborhood. Because we have not carried out a zoning
exercise, this vision is not a mandated build-out
scenario, but rather one possible future iteration that
incorporates the challenges and opportunities of each
disposition parcel and the public realm.
The second part focuses on an analysis of economics. Whereas the first goal addresses challenges to
neighborhood-creation arising in the physical realm,
the second portion is intended to help understand
challenges and opportunities in the fiscal realm.
Because the entire disposition process is predicated
on reconstruction of area roadways, the economic
analysis must project out to the indefinite point in
the future when these infrastructure projects will be
undertaken. For this reason, the economic analysis is
intended to color or supplement our understanding
of the visioning exercise, but not limit it.

Parcels 1 though 7, and the adjacent roadways and
public realm, are the focus of this Study.

2

way of documenting community preferences. It will
be the task of future public review processes to refine
the neighborhood model, as new roadways are constructed and the disposition parcels are created. It is
hoped that this study expresses a clear stakeholder
vision for the future of Sullivan Square, and sheds light
on the economic opportunities and challenges that
will be encountered in implementing this vision.
The purpose of this study was to build upon the
BTD’s reconfigured plan for Sullivan Square by taking
advantage of proposed new frontages and city grid
blocks in order to spur new development. An overarching goal is to enhance the Sullivan Square public
realm through pedestrian-friendly streetscape and
new open spaces. The Study focuses on parcel level
planning, urban design guidelines and a financial
analysis in order to position the newly created parcels
for successful development that achieves the community’s goals and vision.
Parcel ownership, shown with the new roadway system, illustrates the large amount of publicly-owned land.

The intent is to leverage existing public land ownership as a catalyst for encouraging the development

The actual future Sullivan Square will not exactly

The market analysis demonstrates that if it were built

of adjacent privately-owned parcels; to engage

replicate the neighborhood build-out model iteration

today, the neighborhood model shown would face

community stakeholders/property owners’ planning

shown on the following pages. Similarly, the future

significant economic obstacles. However, because

in the creation of the development guidelines; and

financial analyses undertaken to support construction

economic conditions will evolve between now and

ultimately to dispose of the public land through a

of this neighborhood will resemble, but not recreate,

the time of land disposal, the project team saw value

subsequent RFP process that will result in mixed-use

what is shown in this report.

in including this iteration of the physical model, as a
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Study was appointed by Mayor Thomas M. Menino.
The goal was to have broad and wide representation
on the Advisory Group with neighborhood residents,
business owners, and the major stakeholder/property owners within the Study Area participating, as
well as participation from the community at large,
Charlestown Neighborhood Council and other community organizations. The Advisory Group worked
with the BRA and the Consultant Team in overseeing
the Study. Stakeholders from adjacent and nearby
communities were included in the public meeting
At the September 19, 2013 Advisory Group/Public Meeting, community members created plans to convey their
ideas for the Study Area.

process.
All of the Advisory Group meetings were held as Pub-

TOD development that will complement the exist-

step in an ongoing community conversation that will

lic Meetings and were advertised widely. As a result of

ing residential neighborhood by connecting it to the

continue throughout the approximately ten year plan-

the strong interest in the Study, the original calendar

transit station and beyond.

ning, design and construction process.

of six meetings was expanded to eight to incorporate

Final design, funding and reconstruction of the

This Study defines the public realm framework that

Sullivan Square roadway system is expected to be

will provide the armature for future development

an approximately ten year planning, design and

and documents current community aspirations for

construction process, with final design scheduled to

public realm improvements, land use and the scale of

The Advisory Group/Public Meeting schedule and

begin in early 2014. Redevelopment parcels will not

development, as well as the character and design of

presentation/discussion topics included the following:

be available until the reconstruction occurs. Many

new buildings.

two “hands on” workshops where community members broke into smaller groups to provide input into
the site plans and design guidelines.

•

changes could occur in that ten-year timeframe –
including, potentially, market conditions, private auto
usage and related parking requirements, and com-

Open Space Discussion

Process

munity attitudes toward desired land use and scale of

This Study included an extensive community process.

development. For these reasons, this Study is the first

A Community Advisory Group established for the
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May 16, 2013 – Study Overview & Preliminary

•

June 25, 2013 – Visioning for Public Realm
Framework

•

July 25, 2013 – Visioning for Land Use Mix

•

September 19, 2013 – Visioning for Urban Design: Heights/Massing

•

October 10, 2013 – Visioning for Parcel Level
Use & Development Guidelines

•

October 29, 2013 – Presentation & Discussion of
Parcel Level Use and Development Guidelines
and Final Report Format

•

November 21, 2013 – Presentation of Draft
Report

•

December 5, 2013 – Presentation of Final Report

The process also has involved a high level of coordination with the MBTA and other public agencies in
preparation for disposing of publicly-owned land in a
manner consistent with the development guidelines
created through this study process.

Eight Public Meetings, held at the Schrafft’s Center, kept the community involved throughout the Study.
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2. BACKGROUND & EXISTING CONDITIONS
History
At the turn of the 20th Century, the Sullivan Square
District was a bustling mixed-use neighborhood
centered on one of the first public parks in the City
- called Sullivan Square. The 1885 Sanborn map
of the area (at right) shows residential uses in the
northwest quadrant along the rail corridor, industrial
and commercial uses to the east and southwest, and
to the south, a block of commercial use connecting to the heart of Charlestown. Often referred to as
the Charlestown Neck, this area was originally a thin
strip of land connecting what became part of Somerville in 1842 with the Charlestown Peninsula (called
Mishawum by Native Americans).
Sullivan Square has an interesting history as a trans-

From left: This 1885 map shows a bustling, mixed-use neighborhood; the historic Middlesex Canal (shown
in red, superimposed over the new street system) crossed through Sullivan Square, and could provide an interpretive element for new open space.

portation corridor and a record of industrial history. Of
particular note was the construction of the Middlesex

“Mothers of the neighborhood greatly appreci-

eventual demise as the need for more roadway grew

Canal which traveled 27 miles from Lowell to termi-

ate the many shaded seats in the park, and the

to accommodate the increased use of automobiles.

nate at the Mill Pond in Charlestown. Completed in

children are allowed to play freely upon the un-

Later, Alford Street was extended across Main Street

1803, the canal was replaced fifty years later by the

fenced greensward” Christian Science Monitor,

to connect directly with Cambridge Street, result-

Boston and Lowell Railroad which followed roughly

August 16, 1912.

ing in the loss of the southern third of the park. The

the same path and eventually became part of the

The construction of the Elevated station on the east

remainder of the park was taken for the construction

MBTA Commuter Rail system.

side of Sullivan Square, completed in 1901, did not

of the Cleary Overpass and the rotary in the early

Sullivan Square Park, named after Richard Sullivan

impact the park directly, but in 1927 the “…taking of

1950s. In 1975 the Sullivan Square Elevated station

who owned a hotel on the east side of the park, was

the southeast corner of the park [was] approved for

was replaced by the new Orange Line station tucked

established in 1848. Newspaper accounts from the

El and roadway improvements,” Christian Science

under the I-93 viaduct in the B&M rail alignment. The

late 1800s and early 1900s describe activities there.

Monitor, May 11, 1927, and this heralded the park’s

old station was demolished.
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From left: the historic Sullivan Square Park shown in purple over the new roadway alignment (the park was on the newly defined Parcel 4); aerial view of the Park and Station;
the beautiful fountain that graced the historic park.
Only the name Sullivan Square is left to remind us of

the MBTA’s two-level Sullivan Station and the elevated

Cambridge and Spice Streets (2 Spice Street), which

the park. The opportunity to develop a new mixed-

I-93 viaduct forming the western border.

has been converted into residential lofts. Also to the

use neighborhood at Sullivan Square and re-establish
a public open space at its center is compelling. The
rich history of the area offers a wealth of material for
designers and public artists to draw upon and incorporate into a new community.

To the north are large lots with single story industrial
buildings - primarily MBTA maintenance buildings.
These parcels separate the Project Area from the
Mystic River.
To the south is a densely developed block of primarily red-brick buildings including the historic Benjamin

Land Use
Today, the Study Area is primarily a sea of surface
parking, at-grade and below-grade roadways, with

8

Tweed School now serving as the First Brazilian Baptist
Church; the attractive, but underutilized three-story
Graphic Arts industrial building; and the former
Priscilla of Boston three-story building at the corner of

south along Spice and Cambridge Streets are several
large privately-owned, underutilized industrial parcels,
currently used for automobile and school bus parking.
Further to the south is the Hood Industrial Park.
To the east of the Study Area is Ryan Playground, the
Schrafft’s Center, and the beginning of the traditional
Charlestown neighborhood, with a mix of residential
and commercial uses.
Facing page: aerial view of existing land use, facing
northeast to the Mystic River (photo by Don Kindsvatter).

pedestrian route to the Station from “The Lost Village” and Somerville neighborhoods west of the I-93
viaduct. Cambridge Street also provides an important
pedestrian link to the Station from neighborhoods to
the west, although it is less heavily used than Maffa
Way.

open space
While the Mystic River is a valuable community and
regional resource, and there has been great progress
in planning and implementing a continuous riverfront
path, existing connections to the River from Sullivan
Square (both physical and visual) are uninviting or
non-existent. The large MBTA maintenance facilities
block connections to the River and the lower elevation of the River precludes distant views of the water.
Views down Rutherford Avenue to the Alford Street
Bridge provide the only indication of the River’s pres-

Urban Design Characteristics

makes the pedestrian route to the Station from the

ence. The MA Department of Conservation and Rec-

Schrafft’s Center and the adjacent residential neigh-

reation currently is developing plans to continue the

pedestrian environment

borhood challenging, and many neighborhood

path from the new riverfront park at Assembly Square

residents choose to use the Bunker Hill Community

and an improved Draw 7 Park, along the edge of the

College Station to avoid the rotary.

MBTA parcels, to the Alford Street Bridge. South of

The busy roadways, narrow sidewalks and undeveloped parcels create an unfriendly pedestrian environment. A shuttle-bus transports passengers between
the Schrafft’s Center and Sullivan Station, a distance
of only 0.3 miles. The existing Sullivan Square rotary

Despite such sentiments regarding the pedestrian environment, Bunker Hill/Main Street to Sullivan Station
is a key pedestrian route. Maffa Way is a heavily used

the Alford Street Bridge, the path would follow the
edge of Ryan Playground and eventually connect with
the Harbor Walk at the Charlestown Navy Yard to connect to North Point and the Charles River.
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From left: View of the Schrafft’s Center from Sullivan Square Station; view of the Leonard P. Zakim Bunker Hill Memorial Bridge and Boston Skyline from Sullivan Square; the
pedestrian route down Rutherford Avenue adjacent to Ryan Playground with a view toward the Mystic River.
The 8.97 acre Ryan Playground, at the northeast
corner of the Study Area, comprises heavily used
ballfields and a playground. The existing pedestrian/
bicycle environment along Rutherford Avenue makes
pedestrian and bicycle access to the park unpleasant.

views
Currently, there are views from the Project Area to
several landmarks, most notably the Schrafft’s Center
which is visible from Sullivan Station and many other
locations within the area. The Leonard P. Zakim
Bunker Hill Memorial Bridge and portions of Boston’s
downtown and Back Bay skyline are visible down
Rutherford Avenue from the area around the existing
intersection of Alford and Main Streets. The skyline
also is visible from Beacham Street between Maffa
Way and Main Street.
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This map, produced by the Mystic River Watershed Association, highlights the existing and proposed trails along
the Mystic River.

3. THE FUTURE
As discussed previously, the realignment and reconstruction of the Sullivan Square roadways would
remove the grade-separated rotary and result in the
creation of a series of publicly owned developable
parcels bounded by at-grade streets. The realignment
also would result in the creation of new open space
adjacent to existing parcels and adjacent to Ryan
Playground alongside Rutherford Avenue. The plan

C

shown at right illustrates the juxtaposition of the existing roadways, the new roadways, the newly-defined
development parcels and the newly created open
space.
Parcels 1 through 7 are the focus of this study and
are described in more detail beginning on page 17.

A

The guidelines in this report apply to these publiclyowned parcels.
Newly created open space includes:

B

A. A swath adjacent to the east side of Rutherford
Avenue from City Square north. The swath narrows to a point just south of the Mystic River. Illustrations shown throughout this report include

D
A

Ryan Playground, but do not show the detailed
plan of the park with existing access roads and
parking areas. The integration of new land and
The new roadway system, and resulting development
parcels and open space, are shown superimposed
over the existing roadway system.

1
A
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use with existing use will be developed during
the next roadway design phase. A new multi-use
path is proposed to run the entire length of this
swath from City Square to the Mystic River.
B. A large addition to the small park on the
southwest side of the intersection of Rutherford
Avenue and Main Street at the Teamsters Local
25 Building.
C. A triangular parcel on the west side of Rutherford Avenue north of Arlington Avenue.
D. A triangular shaped site on the west side of the
Rutherford Avenue/Cambridge Street intersection adjacent to the former Benjamin Tweed
School.

Public Realm
In addition to assessing the development potential

From left: Desired pedestrian connections identified by the community; desired sight lines identified by the
community.
identified the following public realm components that

via Maffa Way and Cambridge Street, and the

have been included in the potential future develop-

Schrafft’s Center.

ment illustrated throughout this report.

•

Down Rutherford Avenue and Alford Street to

of the individual parcels, a key goal of this study was

These components are supported and strengthened

the Mystic River Corridor. There also is a desire

to define the public realm improvements that should

by the recommendations included in this chapter.

to create new connections to the River via other

be implemented as part of the redevelopment of

streets such as Beacham Street that are currently

the roadway and parcels shown on the plan on the

cut off by the MBTA facilities. Should these

previous page. The desired development character
was defined as a lively mixed-use district, with active,
pedestrian-friendly streets and open space.
Much time was spent in the public meetings discussing the public realm that will provide the framework
for future development. The community process
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pedestrian connections

parcels redevelop in the future, connections to
the River should be encouraged.

There was a strongly expressed community desire to
use building placement and streetscape amenities to

•

Main Street.

enhance and/or create these important linkages:
•

Between Sullivan Square Station and the existing residential community, the “Lost Village”

To Assembly Square from Sullivan Square via

•

From the neighborhood West of I-93 - the “Lost
Neighborhood” - to Sullivan Square Station.

sight lines
Sightlines to local landmarks aid in orientation and
also will help to create a sense of connection between
this newly developing neighborhood and the historic
Charlestown community. Important sight lines identified by the community to be maintained by open
space placement/design and building massing and
entrance location include:
•

Sullivan Square Station to the Schrafft’s Center

•

New Sullivan Square neighborhood to the
Mystic River

•

New Sullivan Square neighborhood to Brazilian
Church/former Benjamin Tweed School

iconic building locations
Iconic buildings can become local landmarks, aiding

From left: Potential iconic building locations; proposed linked open spaces/plazas leading to Sullivan Station are
shown in green, with the pedestrian path shown in red.
Main Street from the existing Charlestown residential
neighborhood.

Local 25 Building, a triangular parcel on the west

in orientation, and creating gateways into the new
district. The community identified several iconic
building locations: one at the Sullivan Square Station,
which would highlight the station and anchor the
area, and one at the corner of Rutherford Avenue and
Cambridge Street. There also was discussion about a
potential iconic building on Parcel 4, adjacent to the
new park. Because of its prominent location, an iconic
building on Parcel 6 would be visible to people on
Rutherford Avenue as well as for those coming down

Rutherford Avenue and Main Street at the Teamsters
side of Rutherford Avenue north of Arlington Avenue

open space
The community expressed a strong interest in the
creation of new open space in the Study Area in addition to the new open space created by the roadway

and a triangular shaped site on the west side of the
Rutherford Avenue/Cambridge Street intersection adjacent to the former Benjamin Tweed School) options
discussed for open space included:

realignment. The location and form of new open

•

A new park on Parcel 7

space was the topic of much discussion. In addition

•

A new park on all or part of Parcel 4

to the new open space shown on page 11 (swath

•

Linked open spaces/plazas connecting the

adjacent to the east side of Rutherford Avenue, a

neighborhood to Sullivan Square Station

small park on the southwest side of the intersection of
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During this discussion, consideration was given to the
use of open space, potential character of surrounding
edges, width of streets, sense of enclosure from surrounding development, and the ability for the open
space both to serve the existing Charlestown community and to provide amenity for new development.
After much discussion, there was general (but not
unanimous) agreement that the series of linked
open spaces and a park on a portion of Parcel 4 was
the preferred option. The linked plazas define the
pedestrian path from the Charlestown neighborhood
and Schrafft’s Center to the Station, while the park on

Double Tree Row for Major Pedestrian Routes

Parcel 4 creates a new central open space flanked by
buildings with active ground floor uses that can spill
out into the park and activate the space. Smaller open
spaces are included on other development parcels.
Community residents also stressed the importance of
having developers take responsibility for the construction and maintenance of the new open space.
Shadow studies developed for the build-out illustrated in the 3-D drawings in this report illustrated
that the open spaces will be relatively free of shadow

Single Tree Row for Typical Streets

impacts. The only significant shadows on the Parcel
4 park would be in the evening (beginning around
6 p.m. on June 21 and beginning around 3 p.m. on
December 21). Shadows would be cast on the open
space between the two buildings on Parcel 7 beginning at around 3 p.m. on September 21.
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Double Tree Row with Multi-Use Path for Rutherford
Avenue
Proposed streetscape sections and the recommended locations for each section.

streetscape
The public realm discussion encompassed
streetscape improvements, including sidewalk width
and tree planting, and plazas accommodating outdoor seating to support ground floor retail/restaurant
space.
Three street cross sections were developed as
guidelines for streetscape improvements. The cross
sections and recommended locations for each cross
section are shown on the diagrams at left.

Double Tree Row, Multi-Use Path
This cross section along the east side of Rutherford
Avenue and continuing onto the expanded open

From left: The generalized land use plan includes office uses closer to Sullivan Station with residential uses
closer to the community; retail space lining the pedestrian route is highlighted in blue above.

space at the corner of Rutherford Avenue and Main
Street supports the multi-use path included in the
roadway design for Rutherford Avenue, and creates
attractive pedestrian access to Ryan Playground and
the Mystic River, and a gateway into Charlestown. The
cross section includes:
•

5.5’ sidewalk

•

10’ multi-use path

•

Two 6’ treelawns

Double Tree Row
This cross section follows the major pedestrian routes
to the Station from the community and, together

with the double tree row and path described above,

In several locations, wider sidewalks and/or plazas

frames Rutherford Avenue as a parkway. The cross

adjacent to these streetscapes provide additional

section includes:

space for pedestrians to gather at important street

•

8’ sidewalk

crossings.

•

Two 5’ treelawns

These streetscape sections helped to define the

Single Tree Row

potential building footprints on individual parcels
and should be continued down other streets such as

This cross section, recommended for the remaining

Cambridge, Spice and Beacham Streets as they are

streets, includes:

redeveloped in the future.

•

8’ sidewalk

•

4.5’ treelawn
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Taller buildings are clustered closer to Sullivan Station, with lower buildings closer to the community.
Taller buildings will help to buffer impacts from the
I-93 viaduct.

Land Use
There was a strong sense, expressed in community

Illustrative plan of the conceptual vision for the District described in this chapter.

meetings, that the district should be a mix of residen-

to enliven the neighborhood and activate the streets,

Other ground floor space could accommodate active

tial, retail, restaurant and office use, with the possibil-

the market study indicated that the new district will

community-focused uses such as day care and arts-

ity of a hotel. Accessory uses related to a potential

be able to support a limited amount of retail space.

related functions, to create transparency and activate

casino in Everett are not desired. In general, residents

The buildings that line the key pedestrian route to the

the pedestrian environment.

felt that office uses should be located closer to the

station were identified as the most important loca-

station, while residential uses should be located clos-

tions for new retail. These spaces will be the most

er to the existing residential community. While there

visible and will have the largest number of pedestrian

is a strong desire for ground-floor retail space, both

patrons.
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Residential uses are shown as apartment/condominium
buildings with double-loaded corridors.

From left: Existing aerial view of Sullivan Square from the south (photo by Don Kindsvatter); aerial overview of the conceptual vision for the District described in this chapter.

Building Scale

the public realm and the conceptual open space and

arcade linking the new MBTA Station entrance

buildings footprints on individual parcels.

with the bus and Orange Line platforms.

It was felt that buildings should be a range of heights
to create a more interesting development pattern.
There was consensus that higher buildings should be
located closer to the Station, with buildings getting
lower closer to the existing residential community.
There was particular interest in taller buildings being
used to buffer air quality and noise impacts from traf-

•

The plan at left illustrates the conceptual vision for
the District described in this chapter, including both

for the replacement of MBTA commuter parking

parcel 1

and for additional parking to support com-

Parcel 1 (1.54 acres) presents an opportunity to ac-

mercial and residential development in the new

complish big things:

District.

•

fic on the I-93 viaduct.

Illustrative Plan

To develop two above-grade parking garages

•

To modify and improve the transportation

•

To develop a mixed-use TOD Intermodal

center and create a “front door” for the Sullivan

Center with ground-floor retail and two mid-rise

Square Station on Beacham Street with views to

buildings on air-rights over the bus circulation/

the Schraftt’s Center.

layover space and over the parking garages.

To create a user-friendly pedestrian circulation system with an open-air retail arcade on
Beacham Street and a large enclosed, skylit

The achievable floorplates for the two buildings
could accommodate housing, office or hotel
use.
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•

To design a multi-layered building on the site
Air Rights Development

that will serve as a noise and air quality buffer
between the elevated I-95 structure and the
neighborhood.
The community felt strongly that minimizing pedestrian/bus conflicts and the need for pedestrians to
cross active bus lanes should be a key principle for
redevelopment of the site. An earlier concept had

Parking Garage

Orange Line
Entrance

pedestrians staying at grade to reach the lower level
bus platform. This concept required all pedestrians to
cross two active busways.
Because most bus passengers are arriving at the
station by Orange Line and transferring, a concept
was developed to bring pedestrians up and over
the active busways. This concept is illustrated in the

Retail

Be

ac

ha

m

St

.

accompanying plan, 3-D massing images and 3-D

Outdoor Arcade

cutaway diagram.
The station should be a bold and iconic building in
the new Sullivan Square District and should create a

Lower Level
Busway &
Platform

Upper Level
Busway &
Platform

Cutaway view of Sullivan Square Station (taken from Parcel 4) with new development. The view shows the pedestrian arcade through the building, with bus platforms, bus circulation and vendor kiosks.

handsome, safe and hospitable public environment

caps a grid of metal grills serving as the facade for the

Development on this parcel will need to be designed

for transit riders. It is a major station in the regional

two air-rights parking garages. At the center of the

to accommodate all of the MBTA’s operational re-

system today and will grow in importance if Sullivan

arch, a wide pedestrian arcade with a glass roof leads

quirements, as well as future requirements that may

Square Station is connected to the Urban Ring in the

from the sidewalk to the MBTA Orange Line and the

result from projects such as the Urban Ring. In addi-

future.

upper and lower level busways. The interior arcade is

tion, the existing 222 MBTA-owned parking spaces

shown lined with retail space. Rather than retail use,

will need to be accommodated in the parking garage.

The Beacham Street building elevation is rendered in
a very conceptual manner to reflect the design of the
historic Sullivan Square train shed. A steel arch truss
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display windows could be used for historic images of
Sullivan Square, the former train station and the canal,
or for rotating art exhibits.

Left: This plan of Parcel 1 delineates the dimensions of the sidewalk, the developable portion
of the parcel, and the building footprint. The
sidewalk is shown as 13’ - the proposed section
for a sidewalk with a single tree row. Right from
top: cutaway view of station showing circulation
to bus and train platforms, and both interior
and exterior active retail arcades; Street level
view looking into station arcade; view of interior
arcade and stairs/escalators to bus and train
platforms.
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Left from top: historic elevated Sullivan Square Station; atrium with view through glass ceiling to adjacent taller building. Middle: exterior and interior views
of Charlotte, NC transit center with interior busway
similar to that described for Parcel 1. Right: Exterior
and interior arcades at Back Bay Station.
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parcel 2
Parcel 2 (.64 acres) is primarily in private ownership.
Although included in this Study as one of the seven
identified development parcels because the parcel
shape is enlarged by the roadway realignment, the
parcel would not be part of the public disposition
process. The plans shown throughout this report
indicate recommended streetscape treatment as well
as improvements to the expanded open space at the
northern corner across from the Station and Parcel 4.
The use of bollards around the open space to prevent
vehicular access is recommended. The plans in this
report do not show new development on this privately
owned parcel, although it is recommended that any
future development follow the design guidelines
outlined in this report.

This plan of Parcel 2 delineates the dimensions of the
sidewalk and the developable portion of the parcel.
The sidewalk is shown as 13’ - the proposed section
for a sidewalk with a single tree row, except for along
Maffa Way. The 23.5 foot sidewalk on Maffa Way
accommodates a double tree row to highlight this
important connection to Sullivan Square Station.
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parcel 3
Parcel 3 (0.97 acres), because of its relatively large
size and its distance from the existing Charlestown
residential community, provides the opportunity for
development of a parking garage to serve development on several parcels, as well an office building.
The building shown includes a five-floor parking
garage. A seven-floor office building is shown above
the garage on the eastern end of the parcel facing
Beacham Street and Maffa Way. The building is designed to create a continuous street frontage for most
of the parcel. A glass lobby is shown at the corner of
Beacham Street and Maffa Way, providing a pedestrian entry into both the garage and office building
and creating an attractive, transparent feature at this
important pedestrian corner across from the Station.
This plan of Parcel 3 delineates the dimensions of the
sidewalk, the developable portion of the parcel, and
the building footprint. The sidewalk is shown as 13’ the proposed section for a sidewalk with a single tree
row.
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parcel 4

flanked by two buildings to the north and west. The
two buildings maintain the street wall along Beacham

Parcel 4 (1.25 acres), as described earlier, provides

and Main Streets. These buildings have retail/restau-

a significant park (on the approximate site of the

rant space on the ground floor, with residential use

original Sullivan Square Park) that is part of the series

above. They are shown at a total of five floors in the

of plazas linking the existing Charlestown residen-

3-D diagrams. Some community members felt that

tial neighborhood to the Station. The park is shown

least one of these buildings could be higher.
The central lawn area of the park is set back from the
buildings to provide plaza space for outdoor tables
and seating areas that could serve ground floor food
establishments. The ground-floor retail and restaurant
space will help to enliven the park. The plazas following the fronts of the buildings will encourage pedestrians to walk by the retail establishments.
Three low fountains with seating walls pay homage to
the beautiful fountain in the original Sullivan Square
Park, while providing an opportunity for an interpretive element recalling the Middlesex Canal. As with
Parcel 2, it is recommended that bollards be used to
prevent vehicular access into the open space.
Earlier plans included a building on the west end of
the parcel at Beacham Street, with the park on the

This plan of Parcel 4 delineates the dimensions of the
sidewalk, the developable portion of the parcel, and
the building footprint. The sidewalk is shown as 13’ the proposed section for a sidewalk with a single tree
row. The open space on the parcel allows for double
tree rows along portions of Alford and Main Streets.

At right, from top: alternative designs for Parcel 4 with
one L-shaped building and with two more rectilinear
buildings; overlay of alternative building footprint
on western half of Parcel 4 illustrates improved views
resulting from the L-shaped building configuration.
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From left: View from the east into Parcel 4 and across to the new Sullivan Square Station; eye level view from the Station to Parcel 4 with the Schrafft’s Center tower in the
background.
east end near Alford Street. The current L-shaped
configuration enhances the ability of the park to
provide pedestrian access in many directions and
improves views between the Station, the park and the
Schrafft’s Center. The path at the northwest corner,
between the two buildings, provides a connection
through the park to Main Street and the pedestrian
route to Assembly Square.

The park on Parcel 4 will have a clear view to the historic Benjamin Tweed School.
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parcel 5
Parcel 5 (0.68 acres) is shown with residential use
fronting on Main Street. The parcel shown in the
illustrative diagrams was enlarged by realigning the
east end of West Street to the north to create a more
rectangular parcel. This larger parcel encroaches
on the MBTA parking lot on the north side of West
Street. The U-shaped building surrounds a courtyard
that provides open space as well as an attractive view
for residents on the West Street side of the building.
Residents on the Main Street side have views down
into the new park on Parcel 4. The building is shown
at five floors with a taller wing (7 floors) facing West
Street. A number of building height configurations
were studied. The buildings are sited to maintain a
street wall along all four sides of the parcel.

This plan of Parcel 5 delineates the dimensions of the
sidewalk, the developable portion of the parcel, and
the building footprint. The sidewalk is shown as 13’ the proposed section for a sidewalk with a single tree
row.

Alternative massing and heights studied for buildings
on Parcels 5 and 6.
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parcel 6
Parcel 6 (0.81 acres) is shown on the illustrative plans
with a residential building with a taller section (10
floors) on the northern end of the building and lower
section (5 floors) on the southern end of the building at Main Street. A special (iconic) design feature
at the corner of Main Street and Rutherford Avenue,
combined with the Shrafft’s Center tower across
Rutherford Ave., would help to create a gateway at
this corner. The building is sited to maintain the street
wall along Rutherford Avenue and Main Street. A
small green space is shown on the Alford Street side
of the building. The northern end of the parcel, which
is too narrow to accommodate a residential building,
could be used for either open space or on-site surface
parking. Other building heights analyzed are shown in
the diagrams at left.
It will be important to site higher sections of the
building in a manner that avoids shadow impacts on
the Ryan Playground ballfields.
This plan of Parcel 6 delineates the dimensions of
the sidewalk, the developable portion of the parcel,
and the building footprint. The sidewalk is shown as
13’ - the proposed section for a sidewalk with a single
tree row, except for along Rutherford Avenue. The
23.5’ sidewalk on Rutherford Avenue accommodates a
double tree row to create a parkway effect along this
important gateway and connection to the River.
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View south along Rutherford Avenue with alternative
building heights for Parcel 6.

parcel 7
Parcel 7 (0.54 acres) is shown in residential use. The
illustrated concept shows two five-story buildings
flanking and creating continuous street walls along
Main Street and Maffa Way. The central green space
serves residents of the building and provides views
from Rutherford Avenue through to the open space

View between the Parcel 7 buildings to Parcel 4 and Sullivan Square Station.
and fountains on Parcel 4. A special treatment of the

visible to people heading north or south on Ruth-

Rutherford Avenue/Maffa Way corner would help to

erford Avenue or west on Main Street. This is also a

create an iconic building form at this important corner

key corner on the pedestrian route from the existing
Charlestown neighborhood to the new park on Parcel

This plan of Parcel 7 delineates the dimensions of
the sidewalk, the developable portion of the parcel,
and the building footprint. The sidewalk is shown as
13’ - the proposed section for a sidewalk with a single
tree row, along Main and Alford Streets. The 23.5
foot sidewalk on Rutherford Avenue and Maffa Way
accommodates a double tree row to create a parkway
effect along these important connections to the River
and Sullivan Square Station.

4 and the Station.
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Parking
on-street parking
The locations of on-street parking are shown on the
diagram at right. These locations are consistent with
the on-street parking locations developed as part of
the BTD roadway design for Sullivan Square, with a
few exceptions. The plan shows a reduction in onstreet parking from the BTD plan of approximately
38 spaces in the following locations (noted on the
diagram in red):
•

Parcel 3 along Beacham Street – parking could
be added in this location but would result in a
smaller building.

•

Parcel 4 along Beacham and Alford Streets –
parking along Beacham Street would reduce
the space available for buildings and open
space. Parking along Alford Street would limit
views into the new park.

•

Parcel 5 along Beacham Street and across from
Parcel 5 along West Street - parking could be

the size of that parking lot; this parcel is not one

and through the open space between the two

added on Beacham Street but would result in

of the seven parcels focused on in this Study.

buildings.

a smaller building. The recommended realignment of West Street encroaches on the parking
lot on the parcel to the north of West Street;
adding on-street parking would further reduce
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On-street parking locations are shown in purple. Locations where on-street parking was shown on the BTD plan,
but not included in this plan, are shown in red.

•

Parcel 7 along Alford Street and Rutherford

It is recommended that the possibility of establishing

Avenue – parking in these locations would

a new resident on-street parking district for the Sul-

significantly reduce the scale of the parcel avail-

livan Square District be explored.

able for buildings and would limit views into

need for garages to serve several parcels, it may be

loading areas & handicapped accessible/
pick-up/drop-off parking for building residents

desirable or necessary to have a “Master Developer”
responsible for the development of a number of parcels, and the associated parking.

In most cases, loading areas and handicapped acIn addition to, or in lieu of, the garages shown on Par-

cessible parking for building residents could be

cel 1, which complicate development on that parcel,

accommodated within these on-street parking areas

it may be possible to develop parking structures on

as illustrated in the diagram. They are shown on the

air-rights over maintenance facilities on other MBTA

back side of buildings, where possible. For Parcel 1, it

parcels.

is assumed that both the parking and loading would
be accommodated internally in the garage. Similarly,
for Parcel 3, the loading could be accommodated
internally; it is shown on-street on the diagram.

Land Use

Maximum Allowable
Parking Spaces

No on-site surface parking is shown although surface

Residential (rental /
condo)

0.5 / unit

Retail / Food & Beverage /
Entertainment

0.75 / 1,000 SF

R&D/Lab

0.75 / 1,000 SF

Office

0.75 / 1,000 SF

Hotel

0.25 / key

Institutional

0.75 / 1,000 SF

parking is discussed as a potential for Parcel 6. There
were some in the neighborhood who want on-site surface parking while others think there should be none.

off-street parking

Recommended locations for loading areas and
handicapped accessible and pick-up/drop-off parking for building residents is shown in purple on the
plan above. Parking and loading for Parcel 1 can be
handled internally in the ground floor of the garage.

The off-street parking ratios in the table at right, cur-

requirements on each parcel. Doing so would either

rently employed by the Boston Transportation Depart-

greatly restrict the amount of development and/or

ment, were used to determine parking requirements.

require very inefficient small structured parking facili-

BTD parking requirements are subject to change;

ties. For this reason, as described previously in the

parking requirements in place at the time of develop-

individual parcel descriptions, large parking garages

ment will be employed.

are shown on Parcels 1 and 3. It is assumed that these

Because of the geometry and small size of many of
the parcels, it is very difficult to accommodate parking

Maximum allowable parking, per current BTD
regulations

garages would serve the parking needs for other
parcels throughout the Study Area. As a result of the
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Other Design Guidelines
Community members were shown a number of
photographs of building types and details to elicit a
response to a variety of building design details. Overall, there was strong agreement that building design
should include a diversity of heights and styles. The
discussion is summarized below, illustrated by precedent photos from around the Boston area. These
guidelines should be used for all development in the
District, including development on parcels adjacent to
Parcels 1 through 7.

Transparency & Ground Floor Activity
There was consensus among community residents
that ground floor spaces should have significant
transparency, highlighting active ground floor uses,
and helping to enliven the street. Where retail/restaurant use is not viable, active uses could include
community use such as daycare and arts-related uses.
Each ground floor business should have a separate
entrance from the sidewalk, rather than one building
entrance with entrances for individual businesses off a
central corridor.
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Ground floor uses should have a high level of transparency and multiple entrances (left), rather than blank walls
(right).

Historicist or Contemporary Building Design
Residents felt that there should be a mix of modern
and historically influenced design, with less contemporary design closer to the existing residential
community. While people supported some historically
influenced design, there was a sense that there should
be “no fake historic buildings.”

Articulation
There was agreement that building design should
incorporate stepbacks, setbacks, window and corner

From left: Residents felt that “Fake historic” buildings such as at Mashpee Commons should be avoided; the
infill residential building on Massachusetts Avenue in the South End respectfully reinterprets the adjacent historic
building forms and scale with modern building materials and fenestration; this more modern building respects
the scale and cornice lines of adjacent buildings.

details and materials, and multiple ground-floor entrances to add interest and reduce the massing. String
courses, cornice lines and step backs with copings all
can be used to articulate buildings and create a more
interesting building form.

The stepbacks, window and corner details, and cornice lines help to articulate these buildings.
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Materials
Community sentiment was somewhat mixed on building materials. Residents felt that it was important to
include materials other than brick; at the same time
others felt that the use of some brick facades with
punched windows would help to visually connect this
District to the existing neighborhood character. While
some residents expressed a dislike for metal panels,
others felt that, used appropriately, they can provide

Buildings within the District should include a mix of materials. Metal panels can provide interest and lighten the
massing of a building.

interest and help to lighten the appearance of a
building.

Fenestration
Comments on window design were very mixed. Some
residents favored punched windows, particularly for
more traditional buildings. There was some opposition to window banding, although others felt that
banding done right could mitigate height impact.

Parking Garages
There was agreement that parking garages should
have fenestration, and/or grilles or some other form
of treatment, rather than having open sides. There
also was some sentiment that garages should “read”
honestly as garages, rather than be disguised as other
building types.
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Parking garage facades should have fenestration or grillwork to obscure views to cars. From left: the “green
screen” on the garage above helps to soften the appearance of the structure and provide additional vegetation
at this busy corner; the brick base and metal grille help the garage to blend in with adjacent commercial buildings.

Iconic Buildings and Corner Treatments
There was consensus that there should be some
iconic buildings that stand out from other “background” buildings. The use of special corner treatments and manipulation of building shapes, such as
curved or sharply angled building corners to conform
to irregularly shaped parcels, also will help to create
more interesting buildings, particularly on high visibility corners.
Note: Several active Study process participants developed their own visual preference survey, available under separate cover. The expanded survey is consistent
with the findings of this report.

Interesting corner treatments and building shapes can
help to add an iconic form to buildings. Top left: the
Hancock Tower is an iconic Boston building, while the
Tent City buildings on Columbus Avenue serve more
as “background” buildings. Other photos illustrate
corner treatments and building shapes that add interest to the building form.
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Public Health

•

Affordable housing: All residential develop-

•

Mandating green building components

ment shall adhere to the Inclusionary Develop-

Community members were very concerned that new

Any development on the parcels discussed in this re-

ment Policy requirements in effect at the time

development create a healthy environment. The plan

port will be required to comply with Boston Complete

of permitting. At this time, the Inclusionary

illustrated in this report incorporates public health

Streets Design Guidelines 2013 which specifically

Development Policy requires 10% affordable

concepts encompassing:

addresses these issues, as well as a number of other

units in any development that has a total of 10

sustainability issues, and the Boston Green Building

Air quality: the taller buildings proposed on Par-

units or more, and requires zoning relief or is

Standards that require U.S. Green Building Council’s

cels 1 and 3 will help to buffer the community

built on land owned by the City. Community

LEED Certification for all projects subject to Article 80

from air quality impacts related to traffic on I-93.

members expressed a strong desire to increase

Large Project Review (projects over 50,000 SF). LEED

the proportion of affordable units beyond the

(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is a

current minimum requirement for all Sulli-

rating system for the design, construction, operation,

van Square disposition parcels. One concept

and maintenance of green buildings.

•

•

Physical activity: the public realm improvements
are designed to encourage pedestrian activity throughout Sullivan Square and between

discussed involves allowing additional building

the Study Area, the Mystic River, the existing

height to developers in exchange for provision

Charlestown neighborhood and other destina-

of additional affordable housing.

tions such as Assembly Square.
•

Safety: the numerous crosswalks incorporated
into the new roadway design and the wide
sidewalks included in the public realm recommendations will improve safety throughout
the Study Area, as will active ground floor uses
along sidewalks providing “eyes on the street.”

•

Access to healthful / affordable food: the arcade
in front of the new Station development will

rain gardens and other green infrastructure elements
such as LED lighting should be incorporated into
the design of the public realm and individual parcels

Sustainability
The community is very interested in ensuring that
development of this district comply with sustainability
guidelines. Specific issues mentioned in the public
meetings include:
•

Importance of providing irrigation for street
trees

provide a location for a green grocer serving the
new community as well as existing community

•

Limiting run-off from sidewalks and streets

residents arriving at the Station.

•

Use of materials other than brick for sidewalks
to improve accessibility
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In addition, stormwater planters or infiltration areas,

within the District.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Financial Analysis

containing roughly 5.4 million square feet) was $9.28

market summary

12.2% and positive absorption of 113,040 square feet

The complete market analysis is included as an
appendix. The market summary below represents
a snapshot in time. While it provides an accurate
description of current market conditions, market
changes over time are more difficult to predict. Future
development in the Project Area will be based on
market conditions at the time the development
actually occurs.

Charlestown Submarket Activity: Office
The average quoted asking rental rate in the Charles-

at the end of the third quarter 2013, with vacancy of
for the quarter.

expensive core downtown markets) Reis (a national

industrial/R&D rents are insufficient to support new

source for real estate data) reports a vacancy rate of

construction at Sullivan Square and are likely to

2.9%, and an average asking rent of $1,650 per month.

remain so for the foreseeable future. In addition, the

The vacancy rate decreased 10 basis points during the

physical building requirements of modern R&D/indus-

third quarter, and it is unchanged from a year earlier.

trial users are incompatible with the parcel sizes and

The average asking rent increased 1.1% during the

shapes to be created within the Sullivan Square Study

quarter, with the average effective rent up 1.0% to

Area.

$1,581 per month. The year-over-year gains are 2.5%

The average quoted asking rental rate for General

quarter 2013, with vacancy of just under 7% and nega-

Retail space in the local neighborhood submarket

tive absorption of 88,471 square feet for the quarter.

(101 buildings containing roughly 566,00 square feet)
was $18.50 at the end of the third quarter 2013, with
vacancy of less than 1.0% and positive absorption of
14,768 square feet for the quarter.

Square and are likely to remain so for the foreseeable

While rents are arguably too low to support new

future.

stand-alone retail construction in Sullivan Square,

Charlestown Submarket Activity: Industrial/R&D

14,026-unit Boston City submarkets (which includes
the subject neighborhood, but excludes the uber-

million square feet) was $28.94 at the end of the third

ficient to support new office construction at Sullivan

rental addresses in the metropolitan area. In the

suit user or major anchor tenant, the sub-market

Charlestown Submarket Activity: Retail

anchor tenant, the sub-market office rents are insuf-

Boston and Cambridge have the most prestigious

As with office space, without an identified build-to-

town submarket (81 buildings containing roughly 4.3

Without an identified build-to-suit user or major

Charlestown Submarket Activity: Rental Apartments

retail vacancy and therefore demand is high and retail
is viewed as making a valuable contribution to the

The average quoted asking rental rate in the lo-

feasibility of a mixed-use program as a ground floor

cal Boston neighborhood submarket (89 buildings

revenue generator (with other residential or commer-

and .7%, respectively.
Six projects with 1,130 market-rate units are under
construction here, with more ground breakings expected. While just 156 units are expected to complete
construction in 2013 all told, the projection for 2014
and 2015 combined is 1,585 new market-rate units.
Rental apartment development is seen as the prime
market opportunity for the Sullivan Square study area
– offering both an opportunity to leverage the transit
advantages of the MBTA Orange Line as well as the
rent levels to support feasible new construction.

cial uses above).
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Charlestown Submarket Activity: Condominium Housing

Development Parameters

We note that the Charlestown market remains one of

Competitive Attributes

the City’s most robust markets both in terms of deal

Rental Housing

Condo Housing

Demand Targets

Value-Seeking (primarily younger
cohorts)

Value-Seeking
(primarily younger cohorts)

Improving

Improving

The Charlestown submarket continues to be a reliable

Expected Future Prospects (10
year horizon)

performer in terms of deal velocity and gross sales.

Primary Advantage

Transit

Transit

Primary Disadvantage

Traffic congestion

Traffic congestion

Current Feasibility

Good

Poor

Future Feasibility

Excellent

Good

Probability of Market Response

Good

Poor

Visibility

2

2

Access

4

5

Address

3

4

velocity and pricing.

The neighborhood has experienced appreciation of
25% in the five years since 2008, even after accounting
for the recessionary 2008-2009 years, with over half of
that occurring since the trough of the recession.
The potential for condominium development in
Sullivan Square is seen as speculative in the current
market, but improving, and we expect that this use
could be part of a larger program of mixed use transit
oriented development in the future.

Charlestown Submarket Activity: Lodging

Site Features (Importance on a
Scale of 1-5; Least to Most)

Building Features
Building Typology

Midrise

Midrise

While the demand for new hotel development ap-

Minimum Project Size (GSF)

100,000

35,000

pears satisfied for the time being, the potential for

Maximum Project Size (GSF)

200,000

70,000

casino development across the river in Everett, less

Efficiency Expectations

85%

80%

than a mile from the subject site, presents a game

Minimum RSF, Units or Keys

110

40

changer for potential hotel development at Sullivan

Maximum RSF, Units or Keys

230

70

Preferred Floor Plate Size

15,000-30,000

7,500-15,000

Surface/Above Grade Structure

Surface/Above Grade Structure

Square – especially now that the prospects for casino
development in East Boston/Revere have dimmed.

Parking Requirements
Parking Type: in general, might
want to be a shared vision.
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Development Parameters

Office

Hotel

Demand Targets

Value-Seeking (secondary markets
- back office, professional service,
medical build-to-suit)

Value-Seeking (limited and select
service)

Expected Future Prospects (10
year horizon)

No change

Dramatic improvement with Casino

Primary Advantage

Transit

Transit

Primary Disadvantage

Traffic congestion

Traffic congestion

Current Feasibility

Good-with identified Tenant

Poor

Future Feasibility

Good-with identified Tenant

Good/Excellent - but only with
Casino

Probability of Market Response

Fair

Poor/Excellent

Visibility

3

5

Access

5

4

Address

4

2

Building Typology

Midrise

Midrise

Minimum Project Size (GSF)

50,000

75,000

Maximum Project Size (GSF)

100,000

150,000

Efficiency Expectations

100%

85%

Minimum RSF, Units or Keys

50,000

100

Maximum RSF, Units or Keys

100,000

200

Preferred Floor Plate Size

15,000-30,000

20,000-40,000

Surface/Above Grade Structure

Surface/Above Grade Structure

Competitive Attributes

Site Features (Importance on a
Scale of 1-5; Least to Most)

Building Features

Parking Requirements
Parking Type: in general, might
want to be a shared vision.
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Development Parameters

R&D/Lab

Retail/F&B

Institutional (Med/Ed)

Demand Targets

Value-Seeking (alternative to
Kendall, North Point)

Ancillary To Other Uses
(commuter and on-site)

Value-Seeking (Secondary markets - back office, professional
service, medical build-to-suit)

Expected Future Prospects (10 year
horizon)

No change

No change

No change

Primary Advantage

Transit

Transit

Transit

Competitive Attributes

Primary Disadvantage

Traffic congestion

Traffic congestion

Traffic congestion

Current Feasibility

Good-with identified Tenant

Good near station/Poor
elsewhere

Good-with identified Tenant

Future Feasibility

Good-with identified Tenant

Good near station/Fair elsewhere with full build-out

Good-with identified Tenant

Probability of Market Response

Poor

Fair

Poor

Visibility

2

5

2

Access

5

5

5

Address

3

2

2

Site Features (Importance on a Scale
of 1-5; Least to Most)

Building Features
Building Typology

Midrise

Ground Level

Midrise

Minimum Project Size (GSF)

250,000

1,000

50,000

Maximum Project Size (GSF)

500,000

5,000

100,000

Efficiency Expectations

100%

100%

70%

Minimum RSF, Units or Keys

250,000

1,000

35,000

Maximum RSF, Units or Keys

500,000

5,000

70,000

Preferred Floor Plate Size

100,000-200,000

N/A

25,000-50,000

Surface/Above Grade Structure

Surface/Above Grade
Structure

Surface/Above Grade Structure

Parking Requirements
Parking Type: in general, might want
to be a shared vision.
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sullivan square parcel evaluations
Land Use Potentials

Site

Feasiblility

Advantages

Disadvantages

Comments

Parcel 1:

Speculative

Retail use helps to support
feasibility

Weak Office
Market

Potential for partial land
write-down (City-owned)

Cost of Structured Parking

Speculative feasibility - even at
zero land cost with presence of
retail in program

Potential for partial land
write-down (City-owned)

Weak Office
Market

Office/Retail/Hotel

Based on the market investigations conducted for this
Study, the tables on Pages 36 through 38 summarize
our conclusions regarding the short and long term

Parcel 3:

development potentials for the sites to be created in

Office

Speculative

Cost of structured parking

Sullivan Square along with development parameters
used to assist with capacity and financial studies un-

No retail use
to help support feasibility

dertaken for the parcels.
Parcel 4:

feasiblity tests

Positive

Apartment/
Retail

gram options being envisioned for the Study Area.
We note that only the residential schemes produce

Parcel 5:

Positive

Apartment/
Retail

as the market evolves and the implementation of a
disposition process draws nearer. We also note that

potentials in the Sullivan Square study area – offering

Cost of structured parking

Low TOD supported parking
ratios

Parcel 6:
Apartment

Parcel 7:
Apartment/
Retail

Positive

Low TOD supported parking
ratios

Cost of structured parking

Strong apartment market
Retail use helps to support
feasibility

greater opportunities for lodging and other commer-

Low TOD supported parking
ratios

cial use programs.

Strong apartment market

Weak office market cannot support cost
Feasibility made possible by
strong apartment market and presence of retail in program

Feasibility made possible by
strong apartment market and presence of retail in program
Generates supportable market
land cost

Strong apartment market

the potential for development of a casino across the
river in Everett could materially affect development

Retail use helps to support
feasibility

Speculative feasibility - even at
zero land cost, especially without
presence of retail in program (retail could be added to program)

Generates supportable market
land cost

Strong apartment market

positive feasibility in today’s market and that these
will need to be subjected to further economic testing

Cost of structured parking

Low TOD supported parking
ratios

The table at right summarizes the results of the
financial feasibility studies undertaken for the pro-

Retail use helps to support
feasibility

Weak office market cannot support cost even with breakeven
hotel

Feasibility made possible by
strong apartment market
Generates supportable market
land cost

Cost of structured parking

Feasibility made possible by
strong apartment market and presence of retail in program
Generates supportable market
land cost

Summary Financial Feasibility Analysis
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public benefits

utilities

Direct contributions by the parcel developers, pro-

The roadway design concept developed by BTD

ceeds from the sale of public parcels, the Common-

includes relocating existing utility lines out of the new

wealth’s Infrastructure Investment Incentive program

parcels and into the new roadway right-of-way. How-

(I-Cubed), and other City sponsored tax increment fi-

ever, there are three locations where utility relocation

nancing mechanisms (DIF, TIF, 121A, etc.) all represent

is not included in the current design:

potential sources that might be targeted to support

the Rutherford Avenue Design Project, June 1,
2010, prepared by Tetra Tech Rizzo states:
It is also noted that with the reconfiguration of the Sullivan Square area, one of the
newly created TOD parcels will contain the
existing 78” x 86” MWRA (Massachusetts
Water Resources Authority) sewer. Build

Because BTD’s plans did not include relocating

out of this parcel will be hampered by the

West Street, the proposed utility layouts do not

disposition and presence of this pipe. It is

include relocating existing stormwater collec-

likely that building a structure on top of this

tion, water distribution and electrical conduits in

MWRA facility will not be allowed. Ide-

West Street. Plans in this report show realigning

ally, this sewer line should be relocated to

West Street to make Parcel 5 a more rectilinear

provide the maximum build out opportunity

parcel, which would require relocating those

for this new parcel. In conversations with the

utilities.

MWRA, there was initially some hesitation

The proposed utility layouts do not include any

on their part regarding relocating this sewer.

relocations on the MBTA Station parcel (Parcel

However, at a follow-up meeting where this

1). There are existing water distribution lines,

same issue was discussed, the MWRA agreed

electrical conduit, wastewater collection lines

that moving their wastewater infrastructure

and gas distribution lines on the parcel which

into the new right-of-ways made the most

While the seven parcels will be examined further as

might have to be relocated by the MBTA or pri-

sense. It is noted that the relocation of this

more concrete development plans are created in later

vate developer, depending on the final building

major MWRA conduit will require signifi-

phases of the design and construction process, con-

configuration and column placement of any new

cant construction costs as well as advanced

sideration was given to two key construction issues:

development on the site.

coordination and design costs associated

the costs of public realm improvements embodied

•

by the Sullivan Square concepts plans. Additional or
different sources might well become available as the
roadway reconfiguration project unfolds. As the time
draws nearer for disposition, specific expectations for
public benefits and developer contributions, as well
as information regarding other funding sources available at that time, should be identified and made part
of the development solicitation.

•

Constructability

location of utility lines and environmental concerns.

•

There is an existing stormwater collection line
running the length of Parcels 6 and 7 parallel to
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with relocating a critical wastewater facility of
this size.

Rutherford Avenue. It is not shown as relocated.

If the line cannot be moved, the footprints of

The Utility Desk Study and Concept Report for

the buildings on Parcels 6 and 7 will need to

be modified to avoid the line. On Parcel 6, the

mental concern with potential to impact construction

building would remain in the same orientation,

within the Project Area:

but would be limited to the southern end of the
site near Main Street. On Parcel 7, this would

•

Site A5 was the location of fatality involving a
train; although the site is listed as a result of

result in one building parallel to Rutherford

being on the Emergency National Response

Avenue.

Center database, the incident did not include
the release of hazardous materials.

environmental issues

•

Rutherford Avenue Preliminary Environmental Assess-

•

2008, states:

•

A preliminary screening based on a review of
available government regulatory databases,
current and historic land uses, available plans
and a visual inspection of the project area was
conducted. The results were compiled into a

•

three common good amenities that will require careful phasing. The section below outlines some alternatives for the implementation of these amenities.

off-street parking
Throughout the study public process, consolidated
garage parking was identified as a preferred alternative to distributed surface lots or small garages on

a Response Action Outcome (RAO) that asserts

each parcel. This was seen as a means to optimize

that “a permanent solution has been achieved:

building footprints, ground floor uses and traffic

contamination has not been reduced to back-

patterns. (It is noted that late in the public process,

ground class. Response actions were sufficient

several participants expressed a preference for the

to achieve a level of no significant risk or at least

distributed parking model.)

nated.”

hazardous waste sites with reported releases;

space and back of curb public realm improvements as

Site D58: several reportable releases resulting in

ensure that all substantial hazards were elimi-

table and figure showing known and suspected
areas of historical industrial/commercial land

Site C63: One incident included illegal dumping
of miscellaneous oil and the status is closed.

ment submitted by TetraTech Rizzo on October 31,

This study has identified off-street parking, open

Site B49: the incident included a leak of transformer oil and the case has been closed.

The summary memorandum for the Sullivan Square/

Phasing

Site E34: a reportable release with an RAO Class

use; and locations of underground storage tanks

A1 – a permanent solution has been achieved;

(USTs) or significant use of oil and hazardous

contamination has been reduced to background

materials (OHM). This screening consisted of a

or a threat of a release has been eliminated.

Because this Study conveys a future land use model
that takes advantage of existing transit service and
enhances the pedestrian-oriented nature of forthcoming roadway improvements, off-street parking should
not be considered a goal in and of itself. Rather, the
provision of off-street parking is a necessity to fulfill

review of federal and state regulatory environ-

MBTA requirements and market needs as identified in

mental databases, and historical Sanborn maps.

this Study.

Five sites within the immediate Project Area were
identified as known or suspected sites of environ-
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New off-street parking should only serve adjacent disposition parcels in the Study Area, with the exception
of commuter parking owned by the MBTA. Additionally, consolidated off-street parking facilities should
be constructed in advance of, or concurrently with,
the buildings they are intended to serve.

Second Alternative
Structured parking facilities would be constructed in
the earliest phases of the development of Sullivan
Square, by individual development designees. In
contrast to the master developer alternative, development rights would be separately conveyed for each

The three preferred alternatives for meeting these

parcel. For parcels containing structured parking, cer-

goals are as follows.

tain concessions (for example, in land costs) would be

First Alternative:

granted in exchange for the provision of parking for
uses located on that parcel, as well as the provision

A single entity would be designated as the Master

of surplus parking, to serve additional future develop-

Developer of all parcels. Through the disposition and

ment on adjacent parcels.

permitting processes, construction of off-street parking structures would be addressed in the phasing plan

Third Alternative

to ensure that sufficient parking is available as each

Payment into a common fund for provision of off-

parcel is developed.

street parking would be required of all entities receiv-

It is noted that the preferred phasing scheme should

ing development rights. As with the other options, the

include the provision of off-street structured parking

preferred phasing scheme should include the provi-

in the earliest phases of development. This burden

sion of off-street structured parking in the earliest

to the developer should be viewed in light of the

phases of development. Creation of a Tax Increment

benefits conferred by receiving rights to develop all

Financing (TIF) district for this area could provide a

parcels. The phasing of off-street parking through the

mechanism for funding structured parking at an early

use of temporary surface parking lots is not a pre-

phase.

ferred alternative.

Alternatives 2 and 3 could be combined so that
individual development designees would pay into a
fund that would help to offset the cost incurred by an
individual developer for providing a shared garage
serving several parcels.
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open space
Funding for the construction and maintenance of the
larger open spaces on Parcels 2 and 4 will be undertaken through one of three alternatives, analogous to
the parking alternatives discussed above:

First Alternative
A Master Developer would be designated for all
parcels. Through the disposition and permitting processes, a plan will be developed for the construction
and ongoing maintenance of larger open spaces on
Parcels 2 and 4.

Second Alternative
Construction and ongoing maintenance of the larger
open spaces on Parcels 2 and 4 would be tied to the
development of adjacent parcels. As discussed in
the parking section, certain concessions (for example,
in land costs) would be granted in exchange for the
construction and maintenance of these open spaces.

Third Alternative
Development rights for all parcels would be predicated on contributions to a common fund for the
construction and maintenance of larger open spaces
on parcels 2 and 4.

Alternatives 2 and 3 could be combined so that

future of Sullivan Square, and specifically, the seven

individual development designees would pay into a

parcels resulting from the reconstruction of Rutherford

fund that would help to offset the cost incurred by

Avenue. During this process a number of issues were

an individual developer for providing a major open

raised (both by the community and the City/Consul-

to determine the mechanics for disposing of

space serving the District.

tant Project Team) that were beyond the scope of this

individual parcels (e.g., the advantages/disad-

Study, but that should be resolved during continued

vantages of disposing of parcels individually

planning efforts for Sullivan Square and Charlestown.

versus having a Master Developer for all or most

The following includes both the next steps in this

of the seven parcels).

back of curb improvements

issues to be resolved in next steps
•

Coordination between the City and the MBTA

Back of curb improvements is the term used to ad-

ongoing process, and the issues raised which should

dress all improvements between the street edge and

be resolved (or just studied further) as part of those

regulations into future planning. One concept

the building edge. This area may include property

next steps.

(proposed by others outside of this study) for

•

accommodating sea level rise involves raising

that remains in the public right of way, and portions
of privately owned disposition parcels. It is expected
that all back of curb improvements occur in advance,
or concurrent with, development on adjacent parcels.

the height of parcels in Sullivan Square by sever-

next steps
•

It is outside the scope of the study to prognosticate
the precise economics of future public realm improve•

al feet. This action could both protect buildings

Planning effort to study the disposition of par-

on those parcels and also potentially act as a

cels resulting from the relocation/reconstruction

barrier to stop water from coming further inland.

of Rutherford Avenue that were not included in

Consideration should be given to this concept.

this study.

ments. However, it is recommended that back of curb
improvements be funded by the development des-

Sea level rise and the incorporation of City

•

Further study of desirable unit sizes (i.e., number of bedrooms) for residential buildings.

Planning effort to look at the broader context
•

Determination of parties responsible for public

ignee of each respective abutting disposition parcel,

around Sullivan Square, including connections

and that improvements closely adhere to the design

to Somerville.

realm improvements (construction and mainte-

Final design, funding and construction for the

nance).

preferences articulated in this study.

•

relocation/reconstruction of Rutherford Avenue,

Next Steps
As discussed throughout this Report, this Study was

•

Continuation of the riverfront path and im-

including the new open space created adjacent

proved access to the Mystic River via streets

to the roadway alignment in concert with BTD

now closed by MBTA maintenance facilities.

planning efforts.

the first step in an ongoing process to determine the
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Regional Market Context
Historic Trends
Over the past four decades Greater Boston has made the transition from manufacturing to a
knowledge-based economy. “The area attracts a wellspring of young talent as well as research funds
and venture capital to turn innovations into new business spin-offs….Boston and Cambridge are the
region’s most concentrated locus of talent, expertise and innovation, with renowned institutions of
higher education, culture and medicine, providing great ballast to the Greater Boston economy in
volatile economic times.”1 In fact, the Milken Institute has ranked Massachusetts 1st among the 50
states on each biennial State Technology and Science Index since 2002.
Data published in the most recent New England Economic Indicators report of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston provides historic and recent trends. The tables below summarize total nonagricultural employment and annual average unemployment rates over the past decade for the
region, state and metropolitan area. The latter is the Boston core urbanized area plus surrounding
towns with strong social and economic ties to the core area, defined by the U.S. Census Bureau as
the Boston-Cambridge-Quincy MA-NH Metropolitan NECTA (New England City and Town Area;
corresponding with the CMSA).

Employment Change in the New England Region 2002-2012
(NON-AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT; SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AVERAGES)
Area
New England
Emp. Change
% Change

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

6,928,600 6,850,500 6,874,700 6,918,700 6,986,100 7,046,300 7,045,800 6,788,500 6,771,600 6,812,400 6,855,700
‐78,100
24,200
44,000
67,400
60,200
‐500 ‐257,300
‐16,900
40,800
43,300
‐1.13%
0.35%
0.64%
0.97%
0.86%
‐0.01%
‐3.65%
‐0.25%
0.60%
0.64%

Massachusetts 3,259,600 3,197,900 3,194,400 3,211,800 3,246,500 3,281,200 3,291,100 3,180,400 3,189,800 3,209,400 3,246,200
Emp. Change
‐61,700
‐3,500
17,400
34,700
34,700
9,900 ‐110,700
9,400
19,600
36,800
% Change
‐1.89%
‐0.11%
0.54%
1.08%
1.07%
0.30%
‐3.36%
0.30%
0.61%
1.15%
Boston NECTA
Emp. Change
% Change

2,466,000 2,410,100 2,404,500 2,424,000 2,451,900 2,486,200 2,496,500 2,416,500 2,426,300 2,441,300 2,482,300
‐55,900
‐5,600
19,500
27,900
34,300
10,300
‐80,000
9,800
15,000
41,000
‐2.27%
‐0.23%
0.81%
1.15%
1.40%
0.41%
‐3.20%
0.41%
0.62%
1.68%

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s website (‘Indicators Interactive’, data from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics).

Over the past decade the Boston area unemployment rate has ranged from a low of 2.5% in
2000 to a high of 7.6% in 2009-2010. Notably, the local area has consistently fared better than the
country overall. Unemployment figures rose as the regional and national economies sunk into the
1

The Boston Foundation, The Boston Indicators Report 2012, , p. 17.
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previous recession (2002-2003), then trended downward with the subsequent recovery, which
reached an annual average low of 4.1% for the Boston area in 2007. This trend reversed, with
substantial increases seen in unemployment which reached an annual average high of 7.6% in 2010,
before declines in unemployment were reported starting in 2011 and continued in 2012.
As shown in the table that follows, the Boston area’s unemployment rate typically trends
below that of the state and region. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the non-seasonallyadjusted annual unemployment rate for the City of Boston hit a high of 8.0% in 2010, and then
declined to 7.1% in 2011 and to 6.3% (preliminary estimate) in 2012.

Annual Average Unemployment Rates, 2000-2012
Area
United States
New England
Massachusetts
Boston NECTA
City of Boston

2000
4.0%
2.8%
2.7%
2.5%
3.0%

2001
4.7%
3.6%
3.7%
3.6%
4.1%

2002
5.8%
4.8%
5.3%
5.3%
5.9%

2003
6.0%
5.4%
5.8%
5.7%
6.4%

2004
5.5%
4.9%
5.2%
5.0%
5.6%

2005
5.1%
4.7%
4.8%
4.5%
5.2%

2006
4.6%
4.5%
4.8%
4.4%
4.9%

2007
4.6%
4.5%
4.5%
4.1%
4.4%

2008
5.8%
5.4%
5.4%
4.9%
5.1%

2009
9.3%
8.1%
8.2%
7.6%
7.6%

2010
9.6%
8.5%
8.3%
7.6%
8.0%

2011
8.9%
7.8%
7.4%
6.6%
7.1%

2012
8.1%
7.1%
6.4%
5.9%
6.3%

Note: Annual seasonally adjusted rates (except local community, which is non-seasonally adjusted).
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s website (‘Indicators Interactive’) and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Outlook
The New England Economic Partnership (NEEP), a nonprofit corporation comprised of
representatives from New England business firms, state governments, and educational institutions,
which is dedicated to providing objective economic analysis and forecasts, meets twice annually.
The following highlights their published outlook for the regional economy following their last
conference in December 2012.
The forecast for the New England region is for the economy to continue to grow slowly,
with employment growth, averaging 1.5% annually and overall economic growth (regional gross
product) averaging 3.3% annually over their forecast period out to 2016. The regional
unemployment rate is expected to remain below the U.S. average, but remain at above 6% until
2015. The slow economic improvement regionally reflects continued weakness nationally and
globally, which is influenced by concerns about the fiscal cliff in the U.S. and the weak European
economy and sovereign debt crisis.
Northeastern University associate professor Alan Clayton-Matthews prepared the NEEP
forecast for the State of Massachusetts, which indicated that the economy here has been in recovery
mode since the summer of 2009.
In summary, real gross state product is 4.5% above its pre-recession peak, 87% of the
143,000 jobs lost in the recession have been regained, and the state’s unemployment rate has fallen
from a peak of 8.7% in December 2009 to 6.6% by October 2012. It was noted that the state
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economy “decelerated significantly” in the third quarter. However, growth in the Massachusetts
economy is expected to slowly improve to a more moderate pace in 2013, and then to “expand
robustly” in 2014 and 2015. The market “finally appears to be past the bottom and on its way back,
assuming that the temporarily weak economy will not set it back once again.”

City of Boston Economic Trends
The economy of the Boston metropolitan area primarily rests on high technology, finance,
professional and business services, defense, and educational and medical institutions. The City’s
economy is more focused in the financial, governmental, business and professional services, and
educational and medical sectors, than the suburban economy. The accompanying table (from the
City of Boston’s General Obligation Bonds Preliminary Official Statement, issued February 21,
2013) shows the City of Boston’s employment by industry and recent trends for 2008 through 2011
(the report notes that full year 2012 city data was not yet available).
Boston had a 2.3% loss in jobs between 2008 and 2010 and a 2.1% gain 2010 and 2011.
Losses during calendar year 2011 were in informational services, government and utilities. Largest
gains were evident in professional, scientific and technical services; food service and drinking places;
health care and social assistance; and educational services.
Health Care is identified as the largest local employment sector. Boston’s medical and
educational institutions provide wide ranging job opportunities for residents of the City and the
surrounding metro area. Twenty-two inpatient hospitals are located within the City, and in addition
the greater metropolitan area reportedly has one of the nation’s largest clusters of life sciences
industries. As of academic year 2012-2013, the City’s 34 universities, colleges and community
colleges had a combined enrollment of 157,670 full- and part-time students (including professional
and graduate schools of Harvard and Tufts, whose principal campuses are respectively in Cambridge
and Medford).
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The following table (from the previously mentioned 2013 City Bond statement) lists the
fifty-five largest private employers in Boston, which in aggregate represents over 153,379 employees
or about 26.5% of the private sector employment in 2010 (more recent data not yet made available).
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According to the “2013 Economy Report” produced in January 2013 by the Boston
Redevelopment Authority, the following chart illustrates Boston’s total employment trend and
forecast (the later based on NEEP projections).
This report states that:
“If Boston’s employment base grows at the rates projected for Massachusetts industries by
NEEP, the city economy will exceed its 2008 job peak of 676,000 by 6, 100 jobs in 2012
and then grow to 728,500 total jobs in 2016. Boston’s 7.9% cumulative job growth
projected for 2011-2016 exceeds Massachusetts’ 7.4% projected growth. This is due to the
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city’s favorable industry mix, with Professional, Scientific and Technical Services, Health
Care and Education, and Hospitality and Leisure leading the way.”

Office Market Overview
According to data compiled by CoStar, Inc., the Boston Office market ended the third
quarter 2013 with a vacancy rate of 10.0%. The vacancy rate was unchanged over the previous
quarter, with net absorption totaling positive 700,436 square feet in the third quarter. Vacant
sublease space increased in the quarter, ending the quarter at 2,077,183 square feet. Rental rates
ended the third quarter at $20.74, an increase over the previous quarter. A total of seven buildings
delivered to the market in the quarter totaling 866,332 square feet, with 7,403,497square feet still
under construction at the end of the quarter.

Absorption
Net absorption for the overall Boston office market was positive 700,436 square feet in the
third quarter 2013. That compares to positive 687,089 square feet in the second quarter 2013,
positive 704,048 square feet in the first quarter 2013, and positive 1,109,789 square feet in the fourth
quarter 2012.
The Class-A office market recorded net absorption of positive 396,851 square feet in the
third quarter 2013, compared to positive 258,599 square feet in the second quarter 2013, positive
293,469 in the first quarter 2013, and positive 706,584 in the fourth quarter 2012. The Class-B office
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market recorded net absorption of positive 324,496 square feet in the third quarter 2013, compared
to positive 265,662 square feet in the second quarter 2013, positive 266,333 in the first quarter 2013,
and positive 401,775 in the fourth quarter 2012. The Class-C office market recorded net absorption
of negative (20,911) square feet in the third quarter 2013 compared to positive 162,828 square feet in
the second quarter 2013, positive 144,246 in the first quarter 2013, and positive 1,430 in the fourth
quarter 2012.
Net absorption for Boston’s central business district was positive 336,654 square feet in the
third quarter 2013. That compares to positive 134,170 square feet in the second quarter 2013,
negative (91,168) in the first quarter 2013, and positive 449,545 in the fourth quarter 2012. Net
absorption for the suburban markets was positive 363,782 square feet in the third quarter 2013. That
compares to positive 552,919 square feet in second quarter 2013, positive 795,216 in the first quarter
2013, and positive 660,244 in the fourth quarter 2012.

Vacancy
The office vacancy rate in the Boston market area remained at 10.0% at the end of the third
quarter 2013. The vacancy rate was 10.0% at the end of the second quarter 2013, 10.1% at the end
of the first quarter 2013, and 10.2% at the end of the fourth quarter 2012.
Class-A projects reported a vacancy rate of 11.9% at the end of the third quarter 2013,
11.7% at the end of the second quarter 2013, 11.8% at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 11.8%
at the end of the fourth quarter 2012. Class-B projects reported a vacancy rate of 10.7% at the end
of the third quarter 2013, 10.9% at the end of the second quarter 2013, 10.9% at the end of the first
quarter 2013, and 10.9% at the end of the fourth quarter 2012. Class-C projects reported a vacancy
rate of 5.7% at the end of the third quarter 2013, 5.7% at the end of second quarter 2013, 5.9% at
the end of the first quarter 2013, and 6.1% at the end of the fourth quarter 2012.
The overall vacancy rate in Boston’s central business district at the end of the third quarter
2013 increased to 9.4%. The vacancy rate was 9.2% at the end of the second quarter 2013, 9.3% at
the end of the first quarter 2013, and 9.2% at the end of the fourth quarter 2012. The vacancy rate in
the suburban markets decreased to 10.2% in the third quarter 2013. The vacancy rate was 10.3% at
the end of the second quarter 2013, 10.3% at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 10.4% at the end
of the fourth quarter 2012.

Largest Lease Signings
The largest lease signings occurring in 2013 included: the 410,297-square-foot lease signed
by Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. at 50 Post Office Sq; the 280,000-square-foot deal signed by
TripAdvisor at 400 1st Ave in Needham; and the 268,610- square-foot lease signed by PerkinElmer
Inc. at 549 Albany St.
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Sublease Vacancy
The amount of vacant sublease space in the Boston market increased to 2,077,183 square
feet by the end of the third quarter 2013, from 1,687,524 square feet at the end of the second
quarter 2013. There was 1,733,280 square feet vacant at the end of the first quarter 2013 and
1,643,179 square feet at the end of the fourth quarter 2012. Boston’s Class-A projects reported
vacant sublease space of 1,425,763 square feet at the end of third quarter 2013, up from the
1,066,374 square feet reported at the end of the second quarter 2013. There were 1,099,580 square
feet of sublease space vacant at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 1,070,126 square feet at the
end of the fourth quarter 2012. Class-B projects reported vacant sublease space of 562,991 square
feet at the end of the third quarter 2013, up from the 531,356 square feet reported at the end of the
second quarter 2013. At the end of the first quarter 2013 there were 534,302 square feet, and at the
end of the fourth quarter 2012 there were 484,475 square feet vacant. Class-C projects reported
decreased vacant sublease space from the second quarter 2013 to the third quarter 2013. Sublease
vacancy went from 89,794 square feet to 88,429 square feet during that time. There was 99,398
square feet at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 88,578 square feet at the end of the fourth
quarter 2012. Sublease vacancy in Boston’s central business district stood at 316,597 square feet at
the end of the third quarter 2013. It was 330,715 square feet at the end of the second quarter 2013,
330,424 square feet at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 304,101 square feet at the end of the
fourth quarter 2012.

Rental Rates
The average quoted asking rental rate for available office space, all classes, was $20.74 per
square foot per year at the end of the third quarter 2013 in the Boston market area. This represented
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a 2.1% increase in quoted rental rates from the end of the second quarter 2013, when rents were
reported at $20.32 per square foot.
The average quoted rate within the Class-A sector was $28.12 at the end of the third quarter
2013, while Class-B rates stood at $19.42, and Class-C rates at $16.32. At the end of the second
quarter 2013, Class-A rates were $26.96 per square foot, Class-B rates were $19.25, and Class-C rates
were $16.26.
The average quoted asking rental rate in Boston’s CBD was $37.60 at the end of the third
quarter 2013, and $19.42 in the suburban markets. In the second quarter 2013, quoted rates were
$34.76 in the CBD and $19.32 in the suburbs.

Deliveries and Construction
During the third quarter 2013, seven buildings totaling 866,332 square feet were completed
in the Boston market area. This compares to eight buildings totaling 467,522 square feet that were
completed in the second quarter 2013, eight buildings totaling 470,415 square feet completed in the
first quarter 2013, and 515,712 square feet in nine buildings completed in the fourth quarter 2012.
There were 7,403,497 square feet of office space under construction at the end of the third
quarter 2013. Some of the notable 2013 deliveries include: 157 Berkeley St, a 580,000-square-foot
facility that delivered in third quarter 2013 and is now 100% occupied, and 17 Cambridge Ctr, a
190,000-square-foot building that delivered in second quarter 2013 and is now 100% occupied.
The largest projects underway at the end of third quarter 2013 were 50 Northern Ave, a
550,000-square-foot building with 97% of its space pre-leased, and 11 Fan Pier Blvd, a 550,000square-foot facility that is 95% pre-leased.
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Inventory
Total office inventory in the Boston market area amounted to 379,394,921 square feet in
12,852 buildings as of the end of the third quarter 2013. The Class-A office sector consisted of
141,386,875 square feet in 733 projects. There were 4,283 Class-B buildings totaling 152,367,148
square feet, and the Class-C sector consisted of 85,640,898 square feet in 7,836 buildings.
Within the Office market there were 478 owner-occupied buildings accounting for
25,683,713 square feet of office space.

Sales Activity
Tallying office building sales of 15,000 square feet or larger, Boston office sales figures rose
during the second quarter 2013 in terms of dollar volume compared to the first quarter of 2013. In
the second quarter, 36 office transactions closed with a total volume of $736,061,476. The 36
buildings totaled 4,363,664 square feet and the average price per square foot equated to $168.68 per
square foot. That compares to 28 transactions totaling $514,724,749 in the first quarter 2013. The
total square footage in the first quarter was 2,900,294 square feet for an average price per square
foot of $177.47.
Total office building sales activity in 2013 was down compared to 2012. In the first six
months of 2013, the market saw 64 office sales transactions with a total volume of $1,250,786,225.
The price per square foot averaged $172.19. In the same first six months of 2012, the market posted
46 transactions with a total volume of $1,598,625,278. The price per square foot averaged $241.94.
Cap rates have been higher in 2013, averaging 7.10% compared to the same period in 2012
when they averaged 6.95%. One of the largest transactions that has occurred within the last four
quarters in the Boston market is the sale of 275 Grove Street in Boston. This 510,000-square-foot
office building sold for $197,250,000 or $386.76 per square foot. The property sold on 3/27/2013.

Charlestown Submarket Activity
The average quoted asking rental rate in the Charlestown submarket (81 buildings containing
roughly 4.3 million square feet) was $28.94 at the end of the third quarter 2013, with vacancy of just
under 7% and negative absorption of 88,471 square feet for the quarter.
Without an identified build-to-suit user or major anchor tenant, the sub-market office rents
are insufficient to support new office construction at Sullivan Square and are likely to remain so for
the foreseeable future.
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Industrial/R&D Market Overview
CoStar Property reports that the Boston Industrial/R&D market ended the third quarter
2013 with a vacancy rate of 9.2%. The vacancy rate was down over the previous quarter, with net
absorption totaling positive 2,114,440 square feet in the third quarter. Vacant sublease space
decreased in the quarter, ending the quarter 1,568,546 square feet. Rental rates ended the third
quarter at $6.17, a decrease over the previous quarter. A total of nine buildings delivered to the
market in the quarter totaling 173,537 square feet, with 188,364 square feet still under construction
at the end of the quarter.

Absorption
Net absorption for the overall Boston Industrial market was positive 2,114,440 square feet in
the third quarter 2013. That compares to positive 953,988 square feet in the second quarter 2013,
positive 2,127,774 square feet in the first quarter 2013, and positive 1,364,333 square feet in the
fourth quarter 2012. The Flex/R&D building market recorded net absorption of negative (115,821)
square feet in the third quarter 2013, compared to negative (216,226) square feet in the second
quarter 2013, positive 949,478 in the first quarter 2013, and positive 456,895 in the fourth quarter
2012. The Warehouse building market recorded net absorption of positive 2,230,261 square feet in
the third quarter 2013 compared to positive 1,170,214 square feet in the second quarter 2013,
positive 1,178,296 in the first quarter 2013, and positive 907,438 in the fourth quarter 2012.

Vacancy
The Industrial vacancy rate in the Boston market area decreased to 9.2% at the end of
the third quarter 2013. The vacancy rate was 9.6% at the end of the second quarter 2013,
9.8% at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 10.2% at the end of the fourth quarter 2012.
Flex/R&D projects reported a vacancy rate of 11.8% at the end of the third quarter 2013, 11.8%
at the end of the second quarter 2013, 11.6% at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 12.4% at
the end of the fourth quarter 2012. Warehouse projects reported a vacancy rate of 8.3% at the
end of the third quarter 2013, 8.9% at the end of second quarter 2013, 9.2% at the end of the
first quarter 2013, and 9.5% at the end of the fourth quarter 2012.

Sublease Vacancy
The amount of vacant sublease space in the Boston market decreased to 1,568,546 square
feet by the end of the third quarter 2013, from 2,203,754 square feet at the end of the second
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quarter 2013. There was 2,063,019 square feet vacant at the end of the first quarter 2013 and
2,094,439 square feet at the end of the fourth quarter 2012. Boston’s Flex/R&D projects reported
vacant sublease space of 494,847 square feet at the end of third quarter 2013, down from the
671,380 square feet reported at the end of the second quarter 2013. There were 562,205 square feet
of sublease space vacant at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 512,845 square feet at the end of
the fourth quarter 2012.

Warehouse projects reported decreased vacant sublease space from the second quarter 2013
to the third quarter 2013. Sublease vacancy went from 1,532,374 square feet to 1,073,699 square feet
during that time. There were 1,500,814 square feet at the end of the first quarter 2013, and 1,581,594
square feet at the end of the fourth quarter 2012.

Rental Rates
The average quoted asking rental rate for available Industrial space was $6.17 per square foot
per year at the end of the third quarter 2013 in the Boston market area. This represented a 0.8%
decrease in quoted rental rates from the end of the second quarter 2013, when rents were reported
at $6.22 per square foot. The average quoted rate within the Flex/R&D sector was $9.32 per square
foot at the end of the third quarter 2013, while Warehouse rates stood at $5.27. At the end of the
second quarter 2013, Flex/R&D rates were $9.36 per square foot, and Warehouse rates were $5.30.
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Deliveries and Construction
During the third quarter 2013, nine buildings totaling 173,537 square feet were completed in
the Boston market area. This compares to 0 new buildings completed in the second quarter 2013,
seven buildings totaling 181,322 square feet completed in the first quarter 2013, and 32,432 square
feet in one building completed in the fourth quarter 2012. There were 188,364 square feet of
Industrial space under construction at the end of the third quarter 2013. Some of the notable 2013
deliveries include: 29 Jack’s Bridge Rd, a 125,060-square-foot facility that delivered in first quarter
2013 and is now 100% occupied, and 330 Lynnway, a 70,000-square-foot building that delivered in
third quarter 2013 and is now 100% occupied.

Inventory
Sales Activity
Tallying industrial building sales of 15,000 square feet or larger, Boston industrial sales
figures rose during the second quarter2013 in terms of dollar volume compared to the first quarter
of 2013. In the second quarter, 68 industrial transactions closed with a total volume of $348,656,184.
The 68 buildings totaled 6,061,884 square feet and the average price per square foot equated to
$57.52 per square foot. That compares to 24 transactions totaling $69,215,999 in the first quarter.
The total square footage was 1,228,049 for an average price per square foot of $56.36. Total year-todate industrial building sales activity in 2013 is up compared to the previous year. In the first six
months of 2013, the market saw 92 industrial sales transactions with a total volume of $417,872,183.
The price per square foot has averaged $57.32 this year. In the first six months of 2012, the market
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posted 80 transactions with a total volume of $211,174,104. The price per square foot averaged
$40.96.
Cap rates have been lower in 2013, averaging 8.46%, compared to the first six months of last
year when they averaged 9.28%.

Charlestown Submarket Activity
The average quoted asking rental rate in the local Boston neighborhood submarket (89
buildings containing roughly 5.4 million square feet) was $9.28 at the end of the third quarter 2013,
with vacancy of 12.2% and positive absorption of 113,040 square feet for the quarter.
As with office space, without an identified build-to-suit user or major anchor tenant, the
sub-market industrial/R&D rents are insufficient to support new construction at Sullivan Square
and are likely to remain so for the foreseeable future. In addition, the physical building requirements
of modern R&D/industrial users are incompatible with the parcel sizes and shapes to be created
within the Sullivan Square study area.
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Retail Market Overview
Based on the CoStar data compiled for Q3, 2013, the Boston retail market did not
experience much change in market conditions in the third quarter 2013. The vacancy rate went from
4.4% in the previous quarter to 4.4% in the current quarter. Net absorption was positive 426,425
square feet, and vacant sublease space decreased by (4,000) square feet. Quoted rental rates
increased from second quarter 2013 levels, ending at $17.56 per square foot per year. A total of 15
retail buildings with 375,956 square feet of retail space were delivered to the market in the quarter,
with 2,197,822 square feet still under construction at the end of the quarter.

Net Absorption
Retail net absorption was slightly positive in Boston third quarter 2013, with positive
426,425 square feet absorbed in the quarter. In second quarter 2013, net absorption was positive
617,317 square feet, while in first quarter 2013 absorption came in at positive 414,647 square feet. In
fourth quarter 2012, positive 305,599 square feet was absorbed in the market.

Vacancy
Boston’s retail vacancy rate changed in the third quarter 2013, ending the quarter at 4.4%.
Over the past four quarters, the market has seen an overall decrease in the vacancy rate, with the rate
going from 4.6% in the fourth quarter 2012, to 4.5% at the end of the first quarter 2013, 4.4% at the
end of the second quarter 2013, to 4.4% in the current quarter. The amount of vacant sublease space
in the Boston market has trended down over the past four quarters. At the end of the fourth quarter
2012, there were 521,501 square feet of vacant sublease space. Currently, there are 485,233 square
feet vacant in the market.
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Rental Rates
Average quoted asking rental rates in the Boston retail market are up over previous quarter
levels, and up from their levels four quarters ago. Quoted rents ended the third quarter 2013 at
$17.56 per square foot per year. That compares to $15.87 per square foot in the second quarter
2013, and $15.57 per square foot at the end of the fourth quarter 2012. This represents a 10.6%
increase in rental rates in the current quarter, and an 11.33% increase from four quarters ago.
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Inventory & Construction
During the third quarter 2013, 15 buildings totaling 375,956 square feet were completed in
the Boston retail market. Over the past four quarters, a total of 1,413,667 square feet of retail space
has been built in Boston. In addition to the current quarter, 22 buildings with 429,302 square feet
were completed in second quarter 2013, 15 buildings totaling 159,889 square feet completed in first
quarter 2013, and 448,520 square feet in 20 buildings completed in fourth quarter 2012. There were
2,197,822 square feet of retail space under construction at the end of the third quarter 2013. Total
retail inventory in the Boston market area amounted to 310,378,032 square feet in 24,168 buildings
and 1830 centers as of the end of the third quarter 2013.

Shopping Centers
The Shopping Center market in Boston currently consists of 1747 projects with 88,799,779
square feet of retail space in 2,715 buildings. In this report the Shopping Center market is comprised
of all Community Center, Neighborhood Center, and Strip Centers. After absorbing 212,441 square
feet and delivering 7,718 square feet in the current quarter, the Shopping Center sector saw the
vacancy rate go from 6.3% at the end of the second quarter 2013 to 6.0% this quarter.
Over the past four quarters, the Shopping Center vacancy has gone from 6.4% at the end of
the fourth quarter 2012, to 6.4% at the end of the first quarter 2013, to 6.3% at the end of the
second quarter 2013, and finally to 6.0% at the end of the current quarter. Rental rates ended the
third quarter 2013 at $15.57 per square foot, up from the $15.56 they were at the end of second
quarter 2013. Rental rates have trended down over the past year, going from $16.26 per square foot
a year ago to their current levels.
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Net absorption in the Shopping Center sector has totaled 369,798 square feet over the past
four quarters. In addition to the positive 212,441 square feet absorbed this quarter, positive 185,916
square feet was absorbed in the second quarter 2013, negative (48,878) square feet was absorbed in
the first quarter 2013, and positive 20,319 square feet was absorbed in the fourth quarter 2012.

Power Centers
The Power Center average vacancy rate was 4.0% in the third quarter 2013. With positive
21,610 square feet of net absorption and no new deliveries, the vacancy rate went from 4.1% at the
end of last quarter to 4.0% at the end of the third quarter. In the second quarter 2013, Power
Centers absorbed positive 35,865 square feet, delivered no new space, and the vacancy rate went
from 4.3% to 4.1% over the course of the quarter. Rental started the quarter at $11.38 per square
foot and ended the quarter at $11.38 per square foot. A year ago, in third quarter 2012, the vacancy
rate was 3.9%. Over the past four quarters, Power Centers have absorbed a cumulative (3,897)
square feet of space and delivered no new square feet of space. Vacant sublease space has gone from
3,600 square feet to 3,600 square feet over that time period, and rental rates have gone from $12.11
to $12.13. At the end of the third quarter 2013, there was no space under construction in the Boston
market. The total stock of Power Center space in Boston currently sits at 15,160,036 square feet in
36 centers comprised of 219 buildings.

General Retail Properties
The General Retail sector of the market (the kind of product likely to be delivered in
Sullivan Square) which includes all freestanding retail buildings, except those contained within a
center, reported a vacancy rate of 3.8% at the end of third quarter 2013. There was a total of
6,638,654 square feet vacant at that time. The General Retail sector in Boston currently has average
rental rates of $19.39 per square foot per year. There are 1,617,231 square feet of space under
construction in this sector, with 368,238 square feet having been completed in the third quarter. In
all, there are a total of 21,064 buildings with 175,910,363 square feet of General Retail space in
Boston.

Specialty Centers
There are currently 9 Specialty Centers in the Boston market, making up 1,964,484 square
feet of retail space. In this report the Specialty Center market is comprised of Outlet Center, Airport
Retail and Theme/Festival Centers. Specialty Centers in the Boston market have experienced
negative (7,757) square feet of net absorption in 2013. The vacancy rate currently stands at 1.6%,
and rental rates average $25.00 per square foot.
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Malls
Malls recorded net absorption of positive 5,906 square feet in the third quarter 2013. This
net absorption number, combined with no new space that was built in the quarter, caused the
vacancy rate to go from 3.3% a quarter ago to 3.3% at the end of the third quarter 2013. Rental rates
went from $24.06 per square foot to $24.06 per square foot during that time. In this report the Mall
market is comprised of 38 Lifestyle Center, Regional Mall and Super Regional Malls.

Sales Activity
Tallying retail building sales of 15,000 square feet or larger, Boston retail sales figures rose
during the second quarter 2013 in terms of dollar volume compared to the first quarter of 2013. In
the second quarter, 23 retail transactions closed with a total volume of $136,335,833. The 23
buildings totaled 1,902,705 square feet and the average price per square foot equated to $71.65 per
square foot. That compares to 16 transactions totaling $79,019,286 in the first quarter 2013. The
total square footage in the first quarter was 704,469 square feet for an average price per square foot
of $112.17.
Total retail center sales activity in 2013 was down compared to 2012. In the first six months
of 2013, the market saw 39 retail sales transactions with a total volume of $215,355,119. The price
per square foot averaged $82.60. In the same first six months of 2012, the market posted 38
transactions with a total volume of $224,755,433. The price per square foot averaged $156.14.
Cap rates have been higher in 2013, averaging 7.78% compared to the same period in 2012
when they averaged 6.68%.

Charlestown Submarket Activity
The average quoted asking rental rate for General Retail space in the local neighborhood
submarket (101 buildings containing roughly 566,00 square feet) was $18.50 at the end of the third
quarter 2013, with vacancy of less than 1.0% and positive absorption of 14,768 square feet for the
quarter.
While rents are arguable too low to support new stand-alone retail construction in Sullivan
Square, retail vacancy and therefore demand is high and retail is viewed as making a valuable
contribution to the feasibility of a mixed-use program as a ground floor revenue generator (with
other residential or commercial uses above).
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Rental Apartment Market Overview
According the latest REIS Observer (November, 2013) the metro Boston market continues
to outpace the nation in terms of rental growth and absorption. The 201,655-unit Boston
metropolitan apartment market was loosened up a little in the third quarter by a surge of new
supply, but rent gains accelerated further. Overall the demand seems endless, and the large number
of apartment projects under construction, planned, and proposed have not caused even the whisper
of concern about a glut. There is greater concern about a coming glut of suburban houses as the
Baby Boomers look to sell, and housing affordability for the less affluent, but more debt
encumbered generations, that have followed them.

Occupancy
Reis reports a third quarter 2013 vacancy rate of 3.8% for metro Boston, up 20 basis points
from the prior quarter but unchanged from a year earlier. The rate had peaked at 6.5% in the first
quarter of 2010; the second quarter 2013 rate of 3.6% is the cyclical low for now. The third quarter
Class A vacancy rate was 5.1%, up 60 basis points from the quarter before and 70 from a year earlier
thanks to the new supply.

Affordable housing remains scarce in metro Boston, with a Class B/C vacancy rate of 2.9%
that is unchanged from the prior quarter and down 50 basis points from a year earlier. “BostonPads
conducted an extensive study to find that the real time Boston, M.A. apartment vacancy rate is 3.4%
in the Greater Boston area,” the firm claimed via PR Web in August. “The 3.4% is based on
analyzing the data of over 69,000 apartment listings”—excluding luxury buildings. According to
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Reis, the vacancy rate was below 3.0% for an extended period in the 1990s, but that seems like
ancient history.
Until 1994 the cities of Boston and Cambridge had rent regulation laws in effect, and low
rents discouraged new supply and market fluidity. Reis predicts new supply will continue to meet
demand through 2017, keeping the vacancy rate around 4.0%.

Supply and Demand
The third quarter saw 1,113 market-rate apartments complete construction within
established Reis submarkets, in four projects. Net absorption totaled 660 units for the quarter,
accounting for the increase in vacancy, including 564 Class A units absorbed and 96 for Class B/C.
The gap between new supply and net demand is much smaller year-to-date, at 1,754 units completed
and 1,613 units absorbed. It is expected to disappear altogether by the end of 2013, when the
vacancy rate is forecast to slip to 3.7%.

Boston experienced the largest apartment construction boom in decades from 2005 to 2009,
with an average of nearly 4,200 units added per year. Among other things, that surge of housing
availability allowed population growth in metro Boston to nearly match the U.S. average for a few
years from 2007 to 2011. With more than 7,500 units (7,140 market-rate) under and many more
planned and proposed, the current pipeline is reminiscent of the mid-2000s, although back in those
years far more for-sale housing was also under construction.
Reis reports just 256 condominium units have completed construction year-to-date, leaving
just 286 under construction. Following the completion of about 2,350 apartment units this year, Reis
predicts around 4,000 will be added in both 2014 and 2015. Although net absorption is forecast to
be strong in those years, at about 3,500 and 3,180 units, respectively, the vacancy rate is expected to
edge up slightly. This, according to the Reis forecast, will cause the pace of new apartment
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construction to slow, leaving the average number of units added per year from 2013 to 2017 at just
under 3,000, short of the number gained from 2005 to 2009. If demand warrants it, however, there
are enough proposals in the pipeline for the number of apartments to increase further during the
next few years. Thus demand, and particular demand by households with enough income to cover
the cost of new construction in rent, rather than supply, will be the constraint on Boston apartments
for the next half decade.

Rents
With lots of new units being shopped for tenants, metro Boston’s average apartment rent
increased significantly in the third quarter of 2013. The average asking rent increased 1.5% to $1,879
per month and the average effective rent rose 1.6% to $1,801 per month. The year-over-year gains
are 3.7% and 3.9%, respectively, with the latter in excess of the year-over-year gain in household
average income metrowide.
The Class A asking average for the third quarter is $2,322 per month, up 1.5% during the
quarter and 4.4% from a year earlier. The Class B/C asking average is up 1.2% over three months
and 2.4% over twelve at $1,557 per month. “While the market is fairly tight and rents have risen
20% in the past two years, there is more inventory this year than last year at this time,” according to
the PR Web release from BostonPads. “Boston apartment seekers have more negotiating power
than they normally would going into the fall. Numerous Greater Boston landlords are getting
nervous because they do not want to go vacant and thus may be willing to negotiate on price or
terms of the lease.” The fall season is crucial given how many apartments in metro Boston are leased
to students. “The available pool of people looking to move in Boston dramatically dwindles going
into the Fall and Winter.” Reis sees the opposite trend in the short run.
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The asking and effective averages are forecast to rise 3.8% and 4.1%, respectively, for all of
2013, up from the gains of 3.0% and 3.6% in 2012. But annual increases are forecast to slow to
around 3.5% in 2014 and to 2.5% or less in the years to follow, reducing the pressure on tenants.
Since Boston rents are high to begin with, following years of steady increases interrupted by a rare
modest decrease, these more modest gains are still good news for landlords.
From the end of 2012 to the end of 2017 the average asking rent is forecast to increase by
$276 per month and the average effective rent by $269 per month.

Sales and Cap Rates
The dollar value of qualifying single-property Boston apartment investment sales in the third
quarter of 2013 was again typical of the quarterly averages over the past few years (the quarter saw
25 sales for $247 million at a mean price of $289,440 per unit). The mean price was the highest since
the third quarter of 2012. Third quarter’s two largest sales feature properties that completed
construction in 2006. In July, General Investment & Development Companies sold the 193-unit
Windsor Green at Andover in Andover to The Hamilton Company for $62.5 million ($323,834 per
unit). And in September, Kenney Development sold the 136-unit James Court in Boston to
BlackRock Realty Advisors for $53.5 million ($393,787 per unit). Cap rates were low at 3.6% and
4.6%, respectively.
The Mystic River/Route 128 submarket held the top spot among the submarkets for the
dollar value of sales over the past four quarters at $246 million, and in units sold at 1,386. The
Central City/Back Bay submarket leads in mean price at $419,172 per unit.
The high value properties selling during the third quarter pushed the mean cap rate down
240 basis points to 4.8%. The rolling 12 month cap rate, a lagging but more stable figure, was up 30
basis points to 6.0%, however. The overall trend is for Boston’s mean cap rate to be well below the
U.S. and Northeast Region averages in most quarters. Reis predicts the rolling 12 month mean will
spend much of the 2014 to 2017 period in the vicinity of 5.5%, even as the rate on 10-year U.S.
treasury bonds increases and the spread thus decreases.

Charlestown Submarket Activity
Boston and Cambridge have the most prestigious rental addresses in the metropolitan area.
In the 14,026-unit Boston City submarkets (which includes the subject neighborhood, but excludes
the uber-expensive core downtown markets) Reis reports a vacancy rate of 2.9%, and an average
asking rent of $1,650 per month. The vacancy rate decreased 10 basis points during the third
quarter, and it is unchanged from a year earlier. The average asking rent increased 1.1% during the
quarter, with the average effective rent up 1.0% to $1,581 per month. The year-over-year gains are
2.5% and .7%, respectively.
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Six projects with 1,130 market-rate units are under construction here, with more ground
breakings expected. While just 156 units are expected to complete construction in 2013 all told, the
projection for 2014 and 2015 combined is 1,585 new market-rate units.
Rental apartment development is seen as the prime market opportunity for the Sullivan
Square study area – offering both an opportunity to leverage the transit advantages of the MBTA
Orange Line as well as the rent levels to support feasible new construction.

Condominium Housing Market Overview
City-Wide Price Trends
According to The Listing Information Network (LINK), which tracks recorded real estate
sales for the Boston neighborhoods, the condominium market in Boston has shown continued
strength over the past 25 years; with steady, progressive median price increases and relatively small
declines during recession year. Note that the median city-wide price for Boston was off only 6% in
2009 and has been improving ever since with dramatic increases in the last 12 months through Q3
2013 (the most recent quarter for which there is data).

The annual median condominium price increase in Boston in 2010 was 3.4%, 1.2% in 2011
and increased another 3.51% in 2012. More striking is the return of deal velocity, with annual sales
activity now back to pre-recession levels.
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All of Boston’s neighborhoods registered strong increases in 2012 median prices and the
City-wide Q3 2013 year over year growth in the median pricing registers at +7.7% per unit and
+12.68% per SF, with averages at +9.97% per unit and +12.43% per SF.
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Neighborhood Sale Trends and Comparisons

We note that the Charlestown market remains one of the City’s most robust markets both in
terms of deal velocity and pricing.
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Sale Trends by Unit Sizes and Types
Increases in median prices per SF were registered for all bedroom typologies and most unit
size tiers – with the greatest absolute and PSF increases recorded for the City’s smallest and largest
units.

Annual price growth in 2012 was registered for all bedroom typologies and most unit size
tiers – with the greatest absolute and PSF increases recorded for the City’s smallest and largest units.
Year over year PSF increases for Q3 2013 were +2.91% for studios ($639.62/SF) and 10.02% for
three-plus bedroom units ($595.50/SF).
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We also note that contrary to what we see in some markets, Boston PSF prices tend to be
highest for the smallest (under 700 SF) and largest units (over 1,800 SF).
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Current Unit Inventory
Also noteworthy is the decline in available inventory, which is now less than a third of what
it was two years ago.

Charlestown Submarket Activity
The Charlestown submarket continues to be a reliable performer in terms of deal velocity
and gross sales. The neighborhood has experienced appreciation of 25% in the 5 years since 2008,
even after accounting for the recessionary 2008-2009 years, with over half of that occurring since the
trough of the recession.
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As indicated by the following tables, the median price growth was 2.6% in 2012 bringing the
2012 year-end median price to $432,000 ($452.10 PSF) and average days on the market averaging
roughly 75 days. Q3, 2013 figures reflect the recent market tightening, with year over year median
price growth of 16.05% and a Q3 2013 year-end median price of $470,000 ($510.16 PSF)
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Analyzed by unit type one-bedroom units show an increase of 3.08%, two bedrooms up by
10.23% and the three bedroom-plus units down by 4.27% - largely a reflection of the mis-match
between the primary Charlestown demand cohorts (which tend to be somewhat constrained by
absolute price concerns) and the sheer size and thus price of units in this typology.
As indicated below, the median prices and prices per SF recorded for Charlestown in Q3,
2013 are up sharply over Q3, 2012 even for the largest unit types.
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An examination of the trends by unit size show similar patterns, with the smallest units
(under 700 SF) registering an increase in median price of over 6% for the year ending 2012, with
701-1,000 SF units showing relatively stable pricing (in the face of a 17% increase in sales volume),
1,001 to 1,500 SF units down by 3.5% (against a 78% increase in sales volume), 1,501 to 1,800 SF
units down 1.5% on small but expanding base volume (the number of sales in this category grew by
over 30%), 1,800 to 2,400 SF unit prices down 1% (also on a small but growing base volume – sale
activity in this category was up over 17%) and the largest units (over 2,400 SF) reporting prices at
22% below 2011 levels against a static sale inventory.

As shown in the table that follows, the Q3, 2013 data by unit size is less useful as the sales
are distributed over several categories reducing the sample in some tiers below counts that can be
effectively analyzed. Nonetheless, the information shows the recent, upturn in median prices per
unit and SF experienced for the most actively traded unit sizes (under 700 SF, 701-1000 and 1,0011,500).
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The last 12 months have been a banner year for Charlestown condominium sales with
record volumes and record prices (both absolute and per SF) surpassing the 2007 peak – brought on
by the lack of new supply and dwindling inventory in existing stock. At the end of September 2013
there were only 41 units available for sale in all of the Charlestown market.
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The potential for condominium development in Sullivan Square is seen as speculative in the
current market, but improving and we expect that this use could be part of a larger program of
mixed use transit oriented development in the future.

Boston Lodging Market Overview
The tables below illustrate the performance of the Boston lodging market (all hotels). Each
year, Pinnacle Advisory Group presents the Outlook of the Boston area lodging market to the
Massachusetts Lodging Association. Occupancy and average rate data for the City of Boston has
been compiled via the Pinnacle Perspective.

Boston/Cambridge Occupancy – 1989 - 2012

Source: Pinnacle Advisory Group
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Boston/Cambridge Average Rate – 1989 –2012

Source: Pinnacle Advisory Group

Boston/Cambridge RevPAR – 1989 –2012

Source: Pinnacle Advisory Group
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As noted in the charts above, occupancy in the Boston/Cambridge lodging market has
ranged between 69 and 79 percent over the past ten years with the most drastic decline occurring in
2001 following the high-tech bust and the tragedy of September 11, 2001. Occupancy improved
each year until 2008 when the economic recession impacted the city’s lodging demand. 2010 demand
increased as the economy improved and 2011 has been even stronger. Over the same ten year
period, average rates had increased to a new peak of $213.94 in 2008, but declined in 2009 to
$187.10. Similar to occupancy, rates have also increased in 2010 through 2012. The overall Boston
statistics are positive indicators for the future prospects and illustrate the underlying strength of the
broader market.

Hotel Supply Additions
During the course of our fieldwork, we interviewed local planning officials and area
developers to ascertain the status of any proposed hotel developments. At this time, we have not
identified any proposed projects under construction in the local market area that will compete
directly with the subject hotel. Overall supply growth in the Boston MSA is extremely low at this
time however as demand continues to grow, projects which are currently speculative may come to
fruition.
In 2013, the amount of new supply in Boston will be limited to two new properties both of
which are Residence Inns, one located in Fenway and another on Congress Street in the Seaport
District. There are proposed hotels, both select-service and full-service, in the Seaport District in
2014 and beyond, many of which will be in conjunction with the proposed expansion of the
convention center. Several of these proposed developments may have a direct or peripheral impact
on the market going forward, but have not been included in our analysis due to their preliminary
nature.
The following chart lists the proposed hotel projects in Boston; it is unlikely that all will
move forward. Highlighted in grey are the proposed developments within the Seaport and Fort
Point neighborhoods.
While the demand for new hotel development appears satisfied for the time being, the
potential for casino development across the river in Everett, less than a mile from the subject site
presents a game changer for potential hotel development at Sullivan Square – especially now that the
prospects for casino development in East Boston have dimmed.
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Proposed Hotels - Boston
Hotel

Area

Chrisitan Science Center Hotel

Back Bay

Mass Avenue

Rooms Comments
300

Carpenter and Company has been selected to develop a large mixed use project on Belvedere Street that will
include a hotel component. Details on the size and orientation of the proposed hotel are yet to be determined.

Back Bay

270

Samuels and Associates and Weiner Ventures was selected in March 2013 to develop a large mixed use project
ove the Mass Pike at Mass Ave. and Boylston. Project includes a hotel as well as 50,000 SF of retail, and 230
residences. No brand has been selected. T imining is still unknown.

John Hancock Conference Center Back Bay

150

New Balance

Brighton

175

Cleveland Circle
Temple Street Autograph

Brighton
Downtown / Financial
District

150
243

T he Saunders family has purchased the John Hancock Conference Center with the intention of building a mixed
use tower that will include a hotel. It is still very early in the process. Brand and final room count are yet to be
determined.
New Balance is considering a 175-room independent hotel as part of a larger mixed use project known as Boston
Landing.
A local developer is working on a Hilton Garden Inn at this site.
Walton Street and Oxford Lodging have plans to open a 243 room Autograph. They purchased the building in
2012 for $23.3m. If this project goes forward it could open as early as mid 2015.

Hilton Garden Inn

East Boston

180

415 McClennan Hwy next to the Courtyard. T he plans were approved by the BRA in mid February. Developer
hopes to open in mid 2014.

Residence Inn

Fenway

175

Howard Johnson's Site

Fenway

225

Boylston Properties has secured financing for a 175 room Residence Inn at 121 Brookline Ave. Projected
opening is June 2013.
T he owner of this hotel has been evaluating the redevelopment of the site for several years. Most recently, they
are rumored to be considering an independent property.

Aquarium Garage

Financial District

250

South Station

Financial District

160

Government Center Garage

Government Center

300

Donald Chiafaro is planning a mixed use development that could include a luxury hotel component. He is
reportedly looking at 5-star brands.
Hines Development has plans to develop a 160-room 4+ star hotel as part of a large mixed use development. No
operator or brand has been identified. This project has been dormant for several years.
Raymond Properties is working on a large mixed use project to include at least one hotel. No decisions have
been made as to size or orientation/affiliation.

North Station

North Station

300

Boston Properties is rumored to be considering a full-service hotel adjacent to North Station.

Courtyard by Marriott

North Station

209

Boston Development Group has plans to develop this Courtyard by Marriott as part of a larger mixed-use
development that was to include a Town Place Suites, that has now been eliminated. The development is known
as Parcel 1B over the Central Artery adjacent to Causeway Street. It also includes 249 apartments, parking and
ground floor retail. They are reportedly having trouble securing financing.

Dudley Square

Roxbury

150

Residence Inn NorthEastern

Ruggles T Stop

175

Urbanica was selected to develop a hotel on Washington Street. A market study has been completed but the
developer has no experience with hotels.
Norheastern University has had approval to build a 175-room Residence Inn adjacent to the Ruggles T stop for
several years. T hey are working on financing.

BCEC Select Service Hotels (2)

South Boston Waterfront
District

500

In February 2013, the MCCA selected Commonwealth Ventures to develop two select service hotels on land
owned by the MCCA on D Street. T he properties will be branded as Aloft and Elements and will be operated by
Starwood. Projected opening is fall 2015.

Westin Waterfront Phase II

South Boston Waterfront
District
South Boston Waterfront
District
South Boston Waterfront
District

325

T he developers of the Westin Waterfront have an option to expand the hotel by adding 325 guest rooms and
extensive meeting space.
Norwich Partners has plans to develop an Autograph hotel in the South Boston Waterfront District. It does not yet
have financing.
New England Development had plans for 360 room hotel with 20,000 square feet of meeting space, however, that
project is rumored to be on hold.

Seaport Square
Pier 4
Fan Pier

South Boston Waterfront
District

Nstar Parcel

South Boston Waterfront
District
South Boston Waterfront
District

Cambria Suites
BCEC Headquarters Hotel

135
360
175
0

Fallon Companies has been in negotiations to develop a 5-star hotel as a centerpiece of the Fan Pier
development project. This project has been delayed several times. It is not expected to open before 2017.
After being marketed as two select service hotels the developer is trying to do residential.

150

T erry Conroy is studying a 150-room Cambria Suites to be developed at D and Cypher. Still very preliminary at this
time.

Residence Inn

South Boston Waterfront
District
South Boston Waterfront
District
South Boston Waterfront

Albany Street

South End

300

T he Normandy Group received approval from the BRA in October 2010 for a 210-room select service hotel and a
198 room extended stay hotel with a restaurant and 137 parking space garage. T hey have reportedly been
marketing the site since early 2012.

Theater District

Theater District

210

Parcel 7a - 240 tremont street - could be a 240 room "micro"hotel.

Parcel K

Compiled by Pinnacle Advisory Group
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1,000

T he MCCA is expected to issue an RFP for a 1,000-room headquarters hotel with adjacent select service hotel

250

Land is owned by Massport. Developers are looking at builing a 150-250 room hotel and residendial complex.
Discussions with Massport are underway but project is very preliminary
Located at 368 Congress Street this project is expected to open June 2013. Norwich Partners is the developer

120

6,937

Sullivan Square Parcel Evaluations
Land Use Potentials
Based on the market investigations conducted for this study, the tables below summarize our
conclusions regarding the short and long term development potentials for the sites to be created in
Sullivan Square along with development parameters used to assist with capacity and financial studies
undertaken for the parcels.
Development Parameters

Rental Housing

Condo Housing

Value‐Seeking
(primarily younger
cohorts)

Value‐Seeking
(primarily younger
cohorts)

Improving

Improving

Transit
Traffic congestion
Good

Transit
Traffic congestion
Poor

Excellent
Good

Good
Poor

Competitive Attributes
Demand Targets

Expected Future Prospects (10 year horizon)
Primary Advantage
Primary Disadvantage
Current Feasibility
Future Feasibility
Probability of Market Response

Site Features

(Importance on a Scale of 1‐5; Least to Most)

Visibility
Access
Address

2
4
3

2
5
4

Midrise
100,000
200,000
85%
110
230
15,000‐30,000

Midrise
35,000
70,000
80%
40
70
7,500‐15,000

Surface/Above Grade
Structure

Surface/Above Grade
Structure

Building Features
Building Typology
Minimum Project Size (GSF)
Maximum Project Size (GSF)
Efficiency Expectations
Minimum RSF, Units or Keys
Maximum RSF, Units or Keys
Preferred Floor Plate Size

Parking Requirements
Parking Type: in general, might want to be a
shared vision.
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Development Parameters

Office

Hotel

Value‐Seeking
(2ndary markets ‐ back
office, professional
service, medical build‐
to‐suit)

Value‐Seeking
(limited and select
service)

No change

Dramatic
improvement with
Casino
Transit
Traffic congestion
Poor

Competitive Attributes
Demand Targets

Expected Future Prospects (10 year horizon)

Primary Advantage
Primary Disadvantage
Current Feasibility

Transit
Traffic congestion
Good‐with identified
Tenant
Good‐with identified
Tenant
Fair

Future Feasibility
Probability of Market Response

Site Features

Good/Excellent ‐ but
only with Casino
Poor/Excellent

(Importance on a Scale of 1‐5; Least to Most)

Visibility
Access
Address

3
5
4

5
4
2

Midrise
50,000
100,000
100%
50,000
100,000
15,000‐30,000

Midrise
75,000
150,000
85%
100
200
20,000‐40,000

Surface/Above Grade
Structure

Surface/Above
Grade Structure

Building Features
Building Typology
Minimum Project Size (GSF)
Maximum Project Size (GSF)
Efficiency Expectations
Minimum RSF, Units or Keys
Maximum RSF, Units or Keys
Preferred Floor Plate Size

Parking Requirements
Parking Type: in general, might want to be a
shared vision.
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Development Parameters

R&D/Lab

Retail/F&B

Institutional
(Med/Ed)

Value‐Seeking
(alternative to
Kendall, North
Point)

Ancillary To Other
Uses (commuter
and onsite)

No change

No change

Value‐Seeking
(2ndary markets ‐
back office,
professional
service, medical
build‐to‐suit)
No change

Transit
Traffic congestion
Good‐with
identified Tenant

Transit
Traffic congestion
Good near
station/Poor
elsewhere
Good near
station/Fair
elsewhere with full
build‐out
Fair

Competitive Attributes
Demand Targets

Expected Future Prospects (10 year
horizon)
Primary Advantage
Primary Disadvantage
Current Feasibility

Future Feasibility

Good‐with
identified Tenant

Probability of Market Response

Site Features

Poor

Transit
Traffic congestion
Good‐with
identified Tenant
Good‐with
identified Tenant

Poor

(Importance on a Scale of 1‐5; Least to Most)

Visibility
Access
Address

2
5
3

5
5
2

2
5
2

Midrise
250,000
500,000
100%
250,000
500,000
100,000‐200,000

Ground Level
1,000
5,000
100%
1,000
5,000
N/A

Midrise
50,000
100,000
70%
35,000
70,000
25,000‐50,000

Surface/Above
Grade Structure

Surface/Above
Grade Structure

Surface/Above
Grade Structure

Building Features
Building Typology
Minimum Project Size (GSF)
Maximum Project Size (GSF)
Efficiency Expectations
Minimum RSF, Units or Keys
Maximum RSF, Units or Keys
Preferred Floor Plate Size

Parking Requirements
Parking Type: in general, might want to be
a shared vision.
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Feasibility Tests
We note that only the residential schemes produce positive feasibility in today’s market and
that these will be need to be subjected to further economic testing as the market evolves and the
implementation of a disposition process draws nearer. We also note that the potential for
development of a casino across the river in Everett could materially affect development potentials in
the Sullivan Square study area – offering greater opportunities for lodging and other commercial use
programs.
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